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ABSTRACT 
The Great Plains low-level jet is an important atmospheric phenomena 
that impacts midwestern agriculture. It has been linked to insect pest 
migration and it influences springtime precipitation. The Great Plains 
low-level jet is sensitive to parameters, such as soil moisture that may be 
altered under a "doubled COg" climate. The goal of this research was to 
determine the likely impact of the projected climate change, due to 
increased levels of CO2, on the Great Plains low-level jet, and to then 
assess the likely consequent impact on agriculture. 
In this study a three-dimensional, anelastic, hydrostatic atmospheric 
boundary-layer model was used to evaluate the effect of the projected 
changes on the Great Plains low-level jet. This evaluation involved two 
major steps, the first being to identify parameters that might change under 
climate change scenarios and to determine the sensitivity of the low-level 
jet to these parameters. The second step then involved evaluating the 
impact of several different possible climate change scenarios on the low-
level jet. Finally, the possible implications for agriculture are 
discussed. 
Adding confidence to the study's conclusions, comparison with a 
spring 1992 synoptic episode, in which detailed observations of the low-
level jet were made, indicated that the model was performing adequately. 
Results indicate that, except at extreme levels, soil moisture was 
the dominant factor to which the jet displayed sensitivity. The control 
levels of soil-moisture, used by the global climate models were either very 
wet or very dry. Thus, the response of the jet to "GCM climate changes" 
X 
was less dependant on soil-moisture than would have been expected. Jet 
strength was reduced under the scenario in which height gradients are 
weaker, stratification increased, and diurnal temperature range was 
reduced. Analysis of the moisture flux convergence showed an increase in 
this quantity for most scenarios. This indicates that future springs might 
be wetter than present. The jet is probably not weakened sufficiently to 
alter the migratory opportunities for pests significantly. These 
conclusions do not account for possible changes in the frequency of 
occurrence of the large-scale systems in which the low-level jet develops. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Motivation 
Recently, the possibility of human induced global warming has been 
raised. This warming being the potential result of increased atmospheric 
levels of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and other infrared absorbing 
gases called "greenhouse gases". Note, the major greenhouse gas in the 
atmosphere is water vapor (H^O). The intuitive basis for such concern is 
that infrared absorbers, like COj, are transparent to incoming short-wave 
(solar) radiation and are absorbers of outgoing long-wave (infrared) 
radiation. The presence of these gases in the atmosphere has the effect of 
trapping some of the outgoing radiation, thus causing the earth's surface 
temperatures to be higher than would otherwise be the case. This is the 
so-called greenhouse effect. Thus a natural question arises, if 
atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases increase, as observations indicate 
(MacCracken, et ai. 1990), will surface temperatures increase, and how will 
other climate variables change? 
In order to answer this question atmospheric scientists have 
conducted "doubled CO; equilibrium" experiments with large computer models 
called global climate models (GCMs). The basic experiment is a climate 
sensitivity test to a doubling of COj. The GCM is run for a long period of 
time (i.e., long enough for an equilibrium climate to be established), 
using control levels of CO^ (about 310 ppm), then the GCM is run for the 
same period of time using doubled levels of CO; (Schlesinger and Mitchell, 
1987). The forecast climates and climate changes can then be determined by 
computing long term averages of variables such as temperature and rainfall. 
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One variable that is often computed and used to compare GCMs is the 
globally averaged surface temperature. Results of these studies have 
varied, but there is now a general consensus (among the GCMs) that a 
doubling of CO; would lead to an increase in the globally averaged surface 
temperature of between 1.5 K and 4.5 K and an increase in overall global 
precipitation (WMO, 1986). 
While there is a broad general agreement about the globally averaged 
effects of CO; doubling, there is disagreement as to the projected climate 
changes on regional scales (Crotch and MacCracken, 1991; Gutowski et al. 
1991). For example, MacCracken et ai. (1990) show that the Geophysical 
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) GCM (described in Manabe and Wetherald, 
1987) predicts for the summertime central US a 6 K increase in 
temperatures, a decrease in precipitation, and a decrease in soil-moisture 
levels. In contrast, the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) 
GCM (described in Meehl and Washington, 1988) predicts a 3 K temperature 
increase with no clear decreases in either precipitation or soil-moisture. 
Meehl and Washington (1988) attributed these differences to a 
soil-moisture—cloud—precipitationfeedback sensitive to control levels of 
soil-moisture. This feedback operates in the following way. Higher levels 
of soil-moisture lead to greater evaporation rates leading to increased 
cloudiness. This results in increased rainfall which contributes to higher 
levels of soil-moisture etc. The way the soil-moisture parameterization 
scheme used in both GCMs (called the bucket method, see Appendix C), 
treated winter and spring precipitation under different levels of soil-
moisture was the primary reason for this sensitivity. For the doubled CO; 
climate, increases in modelled winter and spring precipitation occurred in 
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both model climates. Since the soil-moisture levels in the NCAR model were 
lower than the GFDL's, more of the increased precipitation was stored in 
the soil reservoir. Therefore, in the case of the NCAR GCM, more energy 
had to be partitioned under doubled CO; conditions to evaporate soil-
moisture than was the case for the IxCO; simulations. Whereas, for the 
GFDL GCM, the control levels of soil-moisture were closer to saturation and 
the increased precipitation mainly contributed to an increase in runoff. 
Thus, there was little difference between the late spring levels of soil-
moisture for the IxCOj and 2xC02 cases. But, as the warm season started, 
drying occurred more rapidly for the GFDL 2x00^ case than for the IxCOj 
case, due to the increased temperatures. This led Meehl and Washington 
(1988) to conclude that the GFDL GCM overestimated the summertime drying of 
soils, whereas the NCAR GCM was underestimating the summertime drying of 
soils due to a doubling of COj. 
The feedback mechanism alluded to by Meehl and Washington (1988) has 
in the past been linked to the persistence of spring rains in Texas 
(Namias 1959). Such a mechanism is an example of how an important climatic 
variable (precipitation) might be sensitive to surface properties (soil-
moisture) . Another example of an atmospheric phenomena that has been shown 
to be sensitive to surface properties is the Great Plains low-level jet. 
McCorcle (1988) and Fast and McCorcle (1990) used a coupled earth-
atmosphere model that included a soil-hydrology forecast system to show 
that the Great Plains low-level jet was sensitive to the level and 
distribution of soil-moisture, and also the soil type. Prior to this 
Astling et al. (1985) showed that enhanced convergence along the leading 
edge of the Great Plains low-level jet played a key role in triggering the 
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springtime nocturnal thunderstorms that are common over the midwest. 
Results from Fast and McCorcle (1990) suggest that a positive west to east 
gradient of soil-moisture could enhance convergence along the leading edge 
of the low-level jet, thus strengthening convection and ultimately 
increasing precipitation. Also it was found that the jet weakened and 
lowered for higher levels of soil-moisture. 
Since the GCMs predict changes in the soil-moisture regime for the 
midwest under doubled 00% conditions, and the low-level jet has been 
demonstrated to be sensitive to soil-moisture, an obvious question arises; 
what possible impact will global warming have on the low-level jet? 
However, a complicating factor is that the low-level jet, or more 
accurately the soil-moisture—low-level jet—precipitation interaction 
discussed above, might be important in determining the regional climate 
response to CO^ doubling. Unfortunately, while feedback mechanisms of the 
type alluded to by Meehl and Washington (1988) are described by GCMs, their 
low resolution precludes mechanisms linked to the low-level jet. Thus the 
problem is nonlinear, and in order to correctly answer the question of 
climate change impact on the low-level jet, a GCM capable of reproducing 
the low-level jet is required. Unfortunately such a GCM does not exist, 
even the Limited Fine Mesh (LFM) model used by the operational branch at 
the National Meteorological Center (NMC) lacks the vertical resolution 
necessary to reproduce the low-level jet (Astling et ai. 1985). 
However, if it is assumed that the problem is weakly nonlinear, i.e., 
that any mitigating or exacerbating effect of a soil-moisture-low-level 
jet-precipitation interaction on climate is small relative to the CO; 
forcing, the response of the low-level jet to climate change could be 
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ascertained as desired. And since it is not possible, nor is it intended, 
for this study to precisely predict regional climate changes, such an 
assumption is warranted. 
At this point, an explanation of how the soil-moisture—low-level 
jet—precipitation interaction might modify predicted climate response to 
increased CO2 concentrations is needed. For example, perhaps a particular 
GCMs 2x002 climate shows a weaker west to east soil-moisture gradient than 
its control climate. The inability of the GCM to simulate the low-level 
jet and its response to the weaker gradient, i.e., reduced precipitation, 
might contribute to a conclusion where too great a precipitation increase 
is forecast. This leads to the question; what role might the Great Plains 
low-level jet play in modifying the GCM predictions, and more specifically 
how might the low-level jet modify the feedback effect responsible for the 
differences in climate change projected by the NCAR and GFDL models for the 
midwest? Insights into these problems will be gained in this study. 
Apart from being of meteorological, and perhaps of climate modeling 
significance, the low-level jet is important agriculturally via two 
avenues, it clearly influences spring rainfall, an important parameter 
affecting soil-moisture reserves and other aspects of crop production 
(Shaw, 1988). Additionally it provides opportunity for introduction into 
the midwest of migratory pests, such as the black cutworm moth (Agrotis 
ipsolin) (Domino et ai. 1983). Thus, the impact of climate change on the 
Great Plains low-level jet may have important consequences for the 
agricultural sector. This provides further justification for the 
investigation, and additional avenues for study related to crop production. 
However, due to many other factors influencing crop production, derivative 
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conclusions concerning agricultural impacts will be strongly caveated and 
qualitative in nature. Issues related to these caveats will be explored 
later. 
Summarizing thus far, it has been demonstrated that the Great Plains 
low-level jet is of meteorological and agricultural importance. It has 
been shown that the low-level jet is sensitive to parameters that may be 
altered under a doubled CO^ climate. It is possible that the low-level jet 
may contribute to the soil-moisture precipitation feedback that affects 
global climate model projections of regional climate change. Therefore, 
the primary focus of this investigation is to explore the response of the 
Great Plains low-level jet to the range of climate changes forecast for a 
doubled 00% environment. 
There are two approaches that could be taken in a study of this kind. 
One approach, suggested by Cohen (1990), is to embed a fine-resolution 
limited-area model (LAM), covering the region of interest, into a coarser 
resolution GCM. The GCM output is then used to provide initial and lateral 
boundary conditions to drive the LAM. Note, this nesting is one-way, i.e., 
there are no feedbacks to the GCM. Giorgio (1990) successfully used such 
an approach to simulate the January climate over the western United States. 
Unfortunately, given the large computing resources needed for such a study, 
the LAM technique is not feasible for this particular investigation. 
However, since it is not the intention of this research to precisely 
simulate regional climates, such an advanced method is not required. 
The second approach, that is practical, is to use a high-resolution 
mesoscale or planetary boundary-layer model forced with conditions similar 
to those forecast by the GCMs. Educated guesswork and empirical 
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interpolation within the coarse GCM framework is necessary to provide the 
highly resolved forcings for the boundary-layer model. This approach is 
used for the current research. 
The boundary-layer model used in this research is a modified version 
of the model described by McCorcle (1988). For a description of the model 
refer to Chapter II. Features of the model include a detailed soil-
hydrology forecast package and high vertical resolution in the boundary-
layer. The original two-dimensional version of the model was developed by 
Paegle and McLawhorn (1983) to study diurnal cycles of large-scale, 
boundary-layer flows above sloping terrain. Astling et ai. (1985) extended 
the model to three dimensions in order to study the boundary-layer control 
of nocturnal convection. Most recently McCorcle (1988) incorporated the 
soil-hydrology package, described by Mahrt and Pan (1984), into the model 
to examine the influence of soil-moisture on the Great Plains low-level 
jet. It was also this version that was used in the sensitivity study of 
McCorcle and Fast (1990). Additionally the model formed the basis of a 
mesoscale model used by Fast (1990) to examine the interaction between 
nonclassical mesoscale circulations (NCMCs) on baroclinic systems. 
Recalling that the goal of the research is to understand the likely 
impact of climate change on the Great Plains low-level jet, determination 
of parameters that influence the low-level jet and likely to change in a 
doubled CO; environment is necessary. Before identifying these parameters, 
a review of the physics, and observations, describing the low-level jet 
would be helpful. 
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Physics of the Great Plains Low-level Jet 
Observations by Blackadar (1957), Pitchford and London (1962), Bonner 
(1958), and Astling et al, (1985) suggest that low-level jets of the Great 
Plains typically are; spring or summer phenomena, located within the lowest 
1 km of the troposphere, found in south to southwesterly ambient flow, 
favored upstream of convection, and transporters of significant amounts of 
water vapor. It has also been suggested (Maddox, 1983) that low-level jets 
may be linked to the development of Mesoscale Convective Complexes (MCCs) 
in the Great Plains. At this point, it should be noted that low-level jets 
are not unique to the Great Plains. Documented cases are also reported 
east of the African highlands (Hart et ai. 1978), north of the Alps (Paegle 
et ai. 1984) and east of the Andes (Paegle, 1984). 
Investigators have attributed these jets to; diurnal oscillations of 
eddy viscosity (Blackadar, 1957), diurnal oscillations of buoyancy forces 
above sloping terrain (Holton, 1957), and topographic flow blocking due to 
enhanced nocturnal stratification (Paegle, 1984). To see how these 
mechanisms act, consider the equations, describing motions driven by the 
diurnal temperature cycle over sloping terrain, from Fast and McCorcle 
(1990) 
3 fa \ , (1) 
Here, u and v are the horizontal components of the wind vector, f is the 
coriolis parameter, p' is the deviation air pressure (from the base state), 
p' is the deviation air density, p, is the base state air density, 0 is the 
slope of the terrain, g is the gravitational acceleration, and K^, is the 
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vertical eddy momentum exchange coefficient. For simplicity meridional 
variations in topography and pressure gradients have been ignored. 
Furthermore, the large-scale west to east pressure gradient is positive and 
fixed implying a constant southerly synoptic (geostrophic) wind. The flow 
blocking effect, due to its three-dimensional nature, cannot be described 
by these equations. 
Now consider how a wind vector might change with time. It can either 
change speed, direction or both. Since the geostrophic (ambient) wind is 
assumed constant, the problem reduces to understanding how the ageostrophic 
(perturbation) wind changes. 
The momentum equations can be split into ageostrophic and geostrophic 
components, the resulting ageostrophic equations are 
dt 
Note, that the superscript, *, refers to the ageostrophic component, and 
that it is assumed that density deviations due to the large-scale 
horizontal pressure gradients can be ignored, i.e., p' = p'. If the 
ageostrophic wind speed,|v"|, is defined as (u*^ + v"^)"^, and the 
ageostrophic wind direction, a*, is such that tan (a") = u'/v", the following 
expressions for temporal changes in the ageostrophic wind speed and 
direction can be derived 
^v*\ 1 
d t 
dt \v*^ 
Ps 
-V *  dp*  V*"' 
( 5 )  
dx ( 6 )  
The terms inside the brackets on the right hand sides of Eqs. (5) and (6) 
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relate respectively to the mesoscale perturbation pressure gradient, the 
buoyancy forces, and the eddy viscosity (friction). Note how the coriolis 
term contributes only to a clockwise (f positive for northern hemisphere), 
turning of the ageostrophic wind vector. 
Blackadar's mechanism can be summarized as follows. Assume a flat 
and homogenous surface, so the buoyancy and small-scale pressure 
perturbation contributions can be ignored in Eq. (1) (or Eq. (3)). Now, 
suppose during the daytime a balance between the viscous, coriolis and 
large-scale pressure gradient forces exists (or the coriolis and viscous 
terms, if considering Eqs. (3) and (4)). At dusk, radiative cooling at the 
surface initiates development of a surface-layer inversion, this causes 
decay in turbulent intensity aloft. Therefore, viscous forces above the 
surface-layer are reduced, there is no longer a balance of forces and an 
inertial acceleration of the wind vector results. From Eqs. (5) and (6) it 
is apparent that the easterly ageostrophic wind vector is rotated clockwise 
at a constant rate f, producing a supergeostrophic southerly wind sometime 
during the night. Note, the period of rotation is dependent on latitude, 
8, since f = 2nsinO. This mechanism does not explain the preferred 
location of jets near sloped terrain, nor has the latitude dependence of 
the wind rotation been confirmed by observation. Furthermore, the 
predicted jet maxima are too weak (Buajitti and Blackadar, 1957). 
Holton (1967) addressed some of these issues when he showed that the 
diurnal heating cycle over sloped terrain could result in a low-level jet 
with wind speeds comparable to observations. Assuming, a homogenous 
surface, and east to west sloping terrain, as is the case for the Great 
Plains, the buoyancy term will become significant in Eq. (3). During the 
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day, a near surface, ageostrophic upslope wind (easterly) develops due to 
differential terrain heating, this component is stronger and directed more 
to the right of the ageostrophic wind of the zero slope case. Near sunset 
this component is reduced as the temperature difference is decreased across 
the slope, an inertial oscillation of this component occurs, and a stronger 
southerly nocturnal low-level jet develops sometime during the night. From 
Eqs. (5) and (6) it is apparent that the sign and magnitude of both the 
slope and density deviation affect the rotation rate and strength of the 
ageostrophic component, and therefore the strength and phase of the low-
level jet. McCorcle and Fast (1990) illustrate these points by showing how 
the turning of the ageostrophic wind slows with increasing slope, and also 
how the jet maxima strengthens with steepening slope. 
As was mentioned earlier, McCorcle and Fast (1990) found that large-
scale gradients in soil-moisture produced "sea breeze like" circulations 
that influenced the low-level jet. The forcing term for this thermally 
driven flow is the mesoscale pressure gradient that appears in Eg. (3). 
Inspection of the equation, given in Pielke and Segal (1986), 
V„ ( 0* ), ( 7 ) 
3 a 
illustrates the dependence of this term on horizontal gradients in surface 
heating. In Eq. (7), a, (= /j,') is the specific volume, V„ refers to 
horizontal gradients, Z, is some height above the surface, 6, is the 
reference potential temperature, â* is the average value of the deviation 
potential temperature within the mixed layer. Note, Eq. (7) was derived 
for the convective boundary-layer, and it was assumed the circulation was 
shallow, i.e., the vertical scale of the circulation is much less than the 
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density scale height. For shallow circulations, d'JO, ^  P'IP,-
Clearly then, fractional and buoyant forcing within the boundary-
layer, and differential surface heating exert strong influences on the 
development, structure and evolution of the low-level jet. Complicating 
the matter, is that these forcings are not independent of each other. For 
example, the diurnal oscillations of buoyant and frictional forcing are 
coupled due to buoyant thermals affecting the turbulent eddy exchange, and 
as was seen above, the buoyancy and pressure gradient terms in Eqs. (5) and 
(6) are strongly dependent on surface heating. Therefore, factors 
influencing the thermal and viscous structure of the boundary-layer will be 
important in describing the low-level jet. McCorcle (1988) and Fast and 
McCorcle (1990) explored the response of the low-level jet to some of these 
factors, namely; slope, soil texture, and soil-moisture. Factors that were 
not examined included; albedo, cloudiness, and surface roughness. Some of 
these characteristics are dependent on vegetation cover, i.e., albedo and 
roughness. Additionally, by altering the partition of sensible and latent 
heat fluxes through shading of bare soil and évapotranspiration, vegetation 
could influence the low-level jet in other ways. 
It is important to remember at this point, that while small, subgrid-
scale variations in surface properties may be important in driving local 
circulations that could possibly influence the low-level jet (on a local 
scale), this research is limited to examining how larger-scale spatial, and 
"greenhouse-induced" variations in surface and atmospheric properties might 
influence the low-level jet. The emphasis on large-scale variations can be 
justified by recalling that the Great Plains low-level jet is a large-scale 
atmospheric feature. Additionally, the low-level jet usually occurs when a 
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Strong west to east pressure gradient, implying strong geostrophic winds, 
exists across the plains (Bonner, 1967), and under these kinds of 
conditions (wind speeds > 6 m s"') the intensity of most smaller-scale 
circulations, including smaller NCMCs are greatly reduced (Segal and Arrit, 
1992, Rabin et al., 1990). 
Now, that the physical factors influencing the Great Plains low-level 
jet have been identified, it is necessary to systematically determine which 
of these parameters are likely to change in a doubled CO; environment. 
Expected "Greenhouse" Changes 
As has already been noted, there is widespread disagreement in the 
projected climate changes for the Great Plains. However, since this 
research is essentially a sensitivity study, a general range of expected 
changes in the parameters of interest is all that is required. This 
approach is similar to that adopted by Gleick (1987), who examined the 
impact of various climate-changes (temperature and precipitation changes) 
on the hydrology of the Sacramento Basin in California. According to 
Gleick (1987), such an approach does have advantages. First, by including 
a wide range of scenarios, a constant reminder is made of the limitations 
of GCM grid-point estimates and low GCM resolution. Second, a wider range 
of climatic changes, including historic seasonal anomalies can be 
evaluated, e.g., the effect of the anomalous soil-moisture levels in the 
midwest in the spring of 1988 on the low-level jet. Lastly, by including 
GCM scenarios, consistent low-level jet responses to the variety of changes 
may indicate important sensitivities. 
As mentioned above, systematic identification of climatic variables 
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likely to change, and quantification of those changes, in a doubled COj 
environment is required. Quantification of the changes has to be achieved 
by checking the numerical output of GCM simulations, reviewing the relevant 
literature, and through educated estimates. For the purposes of the 
introductory chapter, it is sufficient to briefly list which factors are 
expected to change, and to give general estimates as to the magnitude of 
the changes. A more thorough description will be provided in the 
methodology chapter. 
From what was written previously, and from MacCracken (1990), there 
are several climatic variables that can influence the Great Plains low-
level jet that could possibly change in a doubled COj environment. They 
include mean temperature, soil-moisture levels and distribution, vegetation 
cover, and cloud cover. It should be noted that the sensitivity of the 
low-level jet to vegetation characteristics has yet to determined, as part 
of this dissertation such sensitivities will be examined, and are done so 
in Chapter III. Also, it has been suggested (Michaels and Stockbury, 1992) 
that the amplitude of the diurnal temperature cycle might be reduced due to 
warmer nights resulting from enhanced cloudiness in the "greenhouse" 
atmosphere. This could have implications for the low-level jet, especially 
in terms of the strength of the nocturnal inversion, possibly linked to 
this might be changes in the tropospheric lapse rate. The models do 
indicate slight changes in the tropospheric static stability, but give no 
indication as to changes in the lower troposphere. It is also thought that 
projected decreases in the equator to pole temperature gradient will lead 
to a decrease in baroclinic activity and poleward heat fluxes, i.e., mid-
latitude storms may become slightly weaker and displaced northward (Boer et 
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ai., 1992, Branscome and Gutowski, 1992). 
As illustrated by the soil-moisture—surface temperature linkage, 
changes in one factor will depend heavily on changes in many of the other 
factors. This is one of the reasons for the wide range of projections by 
the GCMs, and is especially true for vegetation, i.e., changes in 
vegetation will depend heavily on changes in climatic variables. 
Finally, for completeness, note that latitude, topography, and soil-
texture, factors which have been demonstrated to influence the low-level 
jet, are not expected to change over the time scales involved with human-
induced climate change. All the above points are summarized in Table 1. 
The next step is to then quantify these changes and perform the 
appropriate simulations with the boundary-layer code. Subsequent analysis 
will indicate the likely response of the Great Plains low-level jet to 
increased levels of CO;. Properties of the low-level jet subject to 
analysis are the height of the jet core, geographic location of the jet 
axis, the strength of the jet maxima, and the time of maximum jet strength. 
Other quantities that are of interest, and that can be computed are the 
surface energy budgets and the moisture flux convergence (MFC). It is 
defined as 
-V-(<yv) = -qV'v - v'Vq, (8) 
which is a useful diagnostic quantity in identifying areas of potential 
thunderstorm development (Waldsteicher, 1989). Note, in Eq. (8), q is the 
specific humidity. Through analysis of the MFC, and by relating it to 
cloudiness and convective events, some indication of the climate 
sensitivity to the low-level jet can be achieved. It is also interesting 
to note that on a more basic level, there is a correlation between the 
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Table 1. Factors that could influence the Great Plains low-level jet and 
likely changes under doubled CO; conditions 
Factor influencing low-level Will it likely Likely manifestation of 
jet. change with those changes. 
doubled CO;? 
Topography No NA 
Soil-texture No NA 
Latitude No NA 
Soil-moisture level Yes Varies from GCM to GCM, 
seasonal differences. 
Soil-moisture distribution Yes Same as for levels. 
Vegetation' (Albedo) Possibly Unknown 
Vegetation* (Roughness) Possibly Saune as for albedo. 
Temperature (Mean) Yes 2 to 8°K increase 
expected. 
Temperature (Diurnal Cycle) Yes Reduction in amplitude of 
diurnal cycle, due to 
warmer nights, (seasonal) 
Temperature (Lapse rate) Yes Slightly less stable (=4% 
decrease in lapse rate). 
Varies from GCM to GCM. 
Cloud Cover' Yes Seasonal, dependant on 
other factors, large 
uncertainty. 
Synoptic Pressure Gradient Yes Reduced, due to projected 
smaller equator-pole 
temperature gradient. 
Seasonal, greatest effect 
in winter. 
a - sensitivity of the Great Plains low-level jet to these factors not 
yet established. 
strength of low-level winds over locations in the Plains and precipitation 
in the corn-belt. This is shown in Figure 1. After the possible impacts 
of climate change on the low-level jet, and consequent impacts on the 
regions hydrological cycle are determined, the implications for global 
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Figure 1. 
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Relationship between May rainfall (averaged for several Midwest 
stations) and the 12Z, 850 mb wind speed at Topeka, KS for the 
period from 1957-1987. (From McCorcle, 1990.) 
climate modeling and agricultural interests can then be, at least 
qualitatively assessed. 
However, before proceeding further, and to put this research and its 
conclusions in perspective, other issues concerning the larger issue of 
global change and its impacts ought to be addressed. As was hinted 
earlier, controversy does surround the GCMs responsible for much of the 
concern over climate change, the major source of controversy being the lack 
of detail and certainty in regional predictions, which stems from the 
coarse resolution of the models. GCMs have also been shown to be sensitive 
to the parameterization of small sub-gird scale processes such as cloud 
effects that may act to lessen the expected temperature increase. For 
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example, changing the ice content of layer clouds led to a substantial 
reduction in the projected increase of the globally averaged temperature in 
simulations performed by the United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UKMET) 
climate model (Mitchell, et al,, 1989). Lindzen (1990) states that when 
run for long periods (100 years), the models exhibit greater variability 
unrelated to global warming that is as large or larger than the greenhouse-
induced warming itself. It has also been pointed out that the control 
climates do not accurately represent the observed climate, for example, a 5 
K error in the mean January temperature for the continental interior of the 
United States (Bryson, 1989). 
While, the above points are accurate, it is also true that the 
concern over "global warming" is not based solely on the GCM projections. 
Paleoclimatic records indicate that warm periods in the earths history 
coincided with high atmospheric levels of CO; (MacCracken, 1990), and 
recent historical data indicate a 0.5 K increase in globally averaged 
temperature over the last 100 years (Jones et ai., 1986). Though it too 
should be noted that these bodies of evidence are also subject to 
criticism, for example, the urban heat island effect might cause a warm 
bias of about 0.1 K in recent temperature records (Michaels and Stockbury, 
1992). 
Unfortunately, even if the GCM projections of climate change, and the 
interpretations of the historical records are correct, doubt will still 
exist as to the precise impact these changes would have on agriculture and 
human society. There are several non-climatic factors that contribute to 
this uncertainty. It has been suggested that increased levels of CO; will 
result in greater productivity and water use efficiency in plants because 
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of the fertilizing effect of 00% (Idso, 1991, Michaels and Stockbury, 
1992). Furthermore, a differing response to increased levels of 00% 
between competing C3 and C4 species of plants, complicated by insect and 
pathogen responses adds to the uncertainty (Patterson, 1992, MacCracken, 
1990). Note, the C3 and C4 nomenclature signifies the plant photosynthetic 
pathway. Specifically, during photorespiration in C3 plants, a 
considerable fraction of the 00% fixed into carbohydrates gets reoxidized 
back to CO;, whereas for C4 plants, the CO; is trapped in the mesophyll 
cells then concentrated in the bundle sheath cells where the photosynthesis 
is occurring. Essentially, C4 plants (of which corn (Zea mays) is an 
example) are more efficient under present levels of CO; than C3 plants (of 
which soybeans (Glycine max) are a common example), but are less responsive 
to CO; enrichment (MacCracken, 1990). 
Other factors contributing to the uncertainty are due to the 
possibilities of human adaptation, i.e., technological advances, 
improvements in plant breeding, movement of cropping areas (the effects of 
which are in turn complicated by differences in soil fertility between 
regions, and plant photo-period response), and new irrigation projects etc. 
(Abrahamson, 1989, MacCracken, 1990). Such issues, while being important 
to the overall question of climate change impacts cannot be addressed in 
this study. Therefore, conclusions regarding crop yields based on the 
impact of changes in the Great Plains hydrology, and pest migration 
resulting from changes in the low-level jet have to be strongly qualified. 
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II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
General Background 
As mentioned previously, the boundary-layer model used in this 
research was originally developed by Paegle and McLawhorn (1983) to study 
diurnal cycles of two-dimensional, hydrostatic, boundary-layer flows above 
sloping terrain. Since then, numerous modifications to the model have been 
made; Astling et al. (1985) extended the model to three dimensions, 
McCorcle (1988) incorporated the soil-hydrology package of Mahrt and Pan 
(1984), and Fast (1990) converted the coordinate system to a nonorthogonal 
terrain-following set, as well as incorporating an advection-diffusion 
routine for the simulation of tracer movement. Other modifications by Fast 
(1990) allowed for the forcing of the model with baroclinic or barotropic 
initial conditions, and time-varying upper boundary conditions. Most 
recently, the soil-hydrology package has been altered to allow for higher 
resolution within the soil-medium, and a storage term has been added to the 
surface energy balance. 
The cumulative effect of these modifications has resulted in the 
ability to apply the model to many problems. Some of the applications have 
involved studying; the evolution of the Great Plains low-level jet (Astling 
et ai. 1985, McCorcle 1988), the migration of insect pests (Pinley, 1990, 
Fast, 1990), and soil-moisture effects on boundary-layer circulations 
(McCorcle, 1988, Fast and McCorcle, 1990). 
In this chapter, details about the model's coordinate system, 
governing eguations, closure scheme, boundary conditions, initial 
conditions, and numerics will be described. 
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Atmospheric System 
The atmospheric component of the model is governed by an anelastic 
(i.e., sound waves are removed as possible solutions via an assumption of 
incompressibility) and hydrostatic set of equations. The equations are 
expressed in a nonorthogonal, terrain-following, spherical set of 
coordinates (0,A,a). Here, 0 is latitude, A is longitude, and a is the 
vertical coordinate, which can be related to the cartesian coordinate, Z, 
via the expression 
O = sf , (9) 
[s-Zo) 
where S is the constant height of the model top and Z q  is the terrain 
height. This type of representation has often been reported in the 
literature (Pielke, 1984), and a schematic showing this vertical coordinate 
representation over the model domain is shown in Figure 2. 
Additionally, a fine vertical structure is included in the lowest 
part of the atmospheric domain, this is necessary to resolve the strong 
vertical gradients in prognostic variables that often exist near the 
surface. In this region the governing equations are transformed to the 
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Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the sigma coordinate representation 
at 32° N over the boundary-layer model domain. 
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= « in (^)  
vertical coordinate, defined by 
Ç tt I  I — I , (10) 
where a is a constant chosen so that Ç and a match at the top of the 
transformed layer. is the roughness length. Within this region the 
nodes are logarithmically spaced, while above they are evenly spaced. The 
g 9( ) 
.2 ag • 
vertical derivatives for this system are related by 
d {  )  _  a  d {  )  y  (  )  _  / «  8 : (  )  
d a  a  d l  '  d a ^  [ o f  a '  
Further details concerning this transformation are given in Paegle and 
McLawhorn (1983). The governing eguations in the {<p,\,a) coordinate set are 
given in Fast (1990), and for completeness are now given. They are; 
It ^  IT ^  "IF -at acosç dX a dç dç o s  -  z .  y  d  I  d u  a  \  a  ;J arr-is-?)-? 
f v -  £  1 
acos4> d k  
d p  
s -  z .  
W 
pacos<i> d k  (11) 
^ If ^ ot acos<t> d k  a dç oç o s  -  z ,  Y  d  I  j f .  d v  a  \  a  
(12 )  
s - Zq) ÔÇ a 
p sr (13) 
I? ^  = dt acoscp dk a dq» oç o S -  z .  
+ V - ( JCrfVg) (14) 
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d t  *  ^  acos<|> d X  
38 + vJL.a9 . 
a «{) ÔÇ o s - z, 
Y  d  I  89 a \ a 
; J  wrwTlT 
+ _^ 
C„V P 
" + V - (jfrfVe) (15) 
it '(t^) 
+ S  +V-  ( J f jVx)  (16) 
i£ + U i d t  aco8(|> d X  a d<p dl a s -  z .  
y  8  / y  d e  a  \  a  
;J 3({ 
T ^ 8( a 1 s - 2 *K, 
f du 0L\^ dv K\2 
(as o) (as a 
K, m 
S - Zr (pi) 
+  V  •  ( J C r f V e )  (17) 
w acos(j> d X  1 a{ vcos<|)) 
, 9(wpg) / a 
a 8<j) as \ a 
Ps U 
S- Zq acos(|> d X  + — 
V az. 
a  a<j). 
= 0 (18) 
(0 = u 
az. 
acos<t) aA, 
-s r V d z  Gl o -a l + w. ® 
a a<|) 1 s - Zg j s  -  Z r  (19) 
i2r„ (20) 
r' = 6| r* - T + 0 .61 gTa 
IPoj (21) 
P = PS + P' = Pg+ p gRT' + p'RTg + p'RT' 
(22) 
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Note, in the prognostic equations (Eqs. (11), (12), (14), (15) and 
(16)) the operator on the left hand side, 
a t  acos# o K  a ô(j> a  
is often represented by the total derivative D( )/Dt. 
Many of the variables appearing in Equations (11)-(22) were 
introduced in the previous chapter. Variables that were not introduced 
earlier include; w the transformed vertical velocity component, w the 
vertical velocity component, e the turbulent kinetic energy, % the tracer 
concentration, and 2" the deviation temperature. Other terms appearing in 
the equations are; Q the diabatic heating, R the gas constant for dry air, 
Po the reference pressure, Cp the specific heat capacity for dry air, 
the basic state temperature, and ^ a constant which is set to 1. Note, 
that f is the usual coriolis parameter, and f (=20 costp) is the coriolis 
parameter from the vertical coordinate transformation (Pielke, 1984). 
The hydrostatic approximation, Eq. (13), is sufficiently accurate for 
applications where the vertical scales are much less than the horizontal 
scales (i.e., the aspect ratio is << 1), and for terrain of less than 5° 
slope. For the current research, the hydrostatic assumption is adequate, 
as is the assumption of incompressibility. Another approximation made in 
the development of the equations was the Boussinesq approximation. Simply 
stated it means that density changes resulting from pressure changes can be 
neglected with regard to changes resulting from temperature changes. Also, 
the density changes resulting from temperature changes are significant only 
as they affect buoyancy (Garratt, 1992). 
Closure for the prognostic equations is based on K-theory. The 
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vertical exchange coefficient for momentum, K^, is given by 
Kjjj = y/ 0  . 2 e  1 .  { 2 3 )  
The other vertical exchange coefficients, K^, Kf^, Kg, and are simple 
functions of and are given by 
K^ = Kg = K^ = 1.3SK^, = 0.8K^. (24) 
It is clear, that determination of the vertical exchange coefficients 
requires determination of the vertical mixing length, 1. The determination 
of 2, is achieved following a procedure similar to Zdunkowski et al. 
(1975). Here, Monin-Obukhov similarity theory is invoked and I is computed 
using 
' • (t • • 
where, k is the von Karman constant, and L is the Monin-Obukhov length 
defined by 
r _ sf kff ^ dd Y" ( 2 6 )  J' sfc^ 
Here, u* is the friction velocity. Also appearing in Eq. (25) is a 
reference length scale, !„, which after Yamada and Mellor (1975), is given 
by 
J  e z d z  
io = 0.1414-
[ e d z  (27) 
additionally, the similarity function, (p(z/L), is defined by 
5 . 1  ,  I f  z / L  >  0 . 8 2  { s t a b l e )  
i i )  -  • 
1 + 5 ( z / L )  , I f O <  z / L  <0.82 { s t a b l e )  
(1 - 16 (z/L) , Tf -10 < z / L  <  0 { u n s t a b l e )  
(161) -0 333 , l f z / L <  -10 { f r e e  c o n v e c t i v e )  (28) 
Finally, the horizontal exchange coefficient, K^, is calculated using 
jfj:: 0.36 Df A: , (29) 
where, Df is the deformation rate, and A is the horizontal grid spacing 
(Smagorinsky, 1963). Additional details of the closure methods and 
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turbulence parameterizations are given in Paegle and McLawhorn (1983). 
The equations are solved by a combination of finite-difference and 
finite-element techniques. The advection terms are approximated by a 
fourth-order scheme as described by Tremback et ai. (1987). Paegle and 
McLawhorn (1983) discuss the finite-element method used in the model to 
express the vertical diffusion term in a discrete form. This finite-
element method is based upon Galerkin approximations, and was used because 
finite-difference approximations in Z are computationally unstable for many 
K profiles. A Crank-Nicholson finite-difference representation of the 
time-derivative terms is used. Horizontal diffusion is represented by a 
combination of one-sided and central differences, and is included to damp 
numerical instabilities. The transformed vertical velocity, w, is 
determined diagnostically by integrating the anelastic continuity equation 
(Eq. (18)) from Zq to the model top, then Equation (19) is used to 
determine the vertical velocity, w. The pressure deviation, p', is 
obtained by integrating the hydrostatic equation (Eq. (13)) downward and 
the deviation density, p', is then determined using the equation of state 
(Eq. (22)). Currently the model has no convective parameterization scheme. 
Soil System 
The soil-hydrology package of the numerical model used in this study 
is a modification of the scheme described in McCorcle (1988), which was 
based on the work of Mahrt and Pan (1984). This package, which 
incorporates forecasts of moisture and heat fluxes, was included in order 
to more accurately simulate surface forcings of the atmosphere. 
The model is configured so that two soil packages each with different 
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vertical resolutions can be coupled to the atmospheric portion. One 
package uses a two-layer method to update soil-moisture content, and 
fifteen levels for the computation of soil-temperature. This package is 
described in McCorcle (1988) and is hereafter referred to as the "2-layer 
model". The second package uses twenty layers for both the soil-moisture 
and soil-temperature computations, and is hereafter referred to as the "20-
layer model". The geometries of both the 2 and 20 layer models are 
presented in Table 2. The sensitivity of the model to the vertical 
Table 2. Geometric heights of the layer interfaces (m) relative to the 
soil surface, for both the two-layer and twenty-layer models 
2-laver model 20-laver model 
layer soil-
temperature 
soil-
hvdroloqv 
soil-
temperature 
soil-
hvdroloav 
1 +0.04 -0.08 +0.04 -0.03 
2 0.00 
0
 
1—1 1 0.00 —0.06 
3 -0.04 -0.04 -0.09 
4 -0.08 -0.08 -0.12 
5 -0.12 -0.12 -0.15 
6 -0.16 -0.16 -0.18 
7 -0.20 1 o
 
to
 
o
 
-0.21 
8 -0.24 -0.24 -0.24 
9 -0.28 -0.28 -0.27 
10 -0.32 -0.32 -0.30 
11 -0.36 -0.36 -0.36 
12 1 o
 
o
 
-0.40 -0.42 
13 
0
 1 -0.44 —0.48 
14 -0.48 —0.48 1 o
 
UT
 
15 -0.52 -0.52 -0.60 
16 -0.56 -0.66 
17 -0.60 -0.72 
18 —0.64 1 o
 
CD
 
19 -0.68 
CO 0
 1 
20 
CM d 1 -1.64 
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resolution in the soil-medium will be discussed in Chapter III. 
Because temperature forecasts rely on soil-moisture content to 
calculate soil thermal conductivity and heat capacity, soil-moisture values 
are interpolated to the soil-temperature grid. 
The transport of soil-water can be described by the equation (e.g., 
Hillel 1980) 
It ' (30) 
where T] is the volumetric soil-moisture content and E is the change in 
moisture due to évapotranspiration or dewfall. and are the soil 
diffusivity and hydraulic conductivity respectively and are defined by 
fe) 
3 , 
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Where, and refer to the saturation values of hydraulic conductivity 
and soil-moisture content respectively, is the saturation moisture 
potential, and b is a coefficient dependent on soil type. All these 
parameters are empirically defined as in Clapp and Hornberger (1978) and 
depend upon soil type. The values of these parameters for 11 different 
soil types are given in Appendix A. For the uppermost soil level 
precipitation can be added. A tridiagonal matrix technique is used to 
obtain the numerical solution to Eq. (30). The details of this technique 
are presented in Appendix B. 
The soil-heat-flux equation is, as given in Zdunkowski (1976), 
C-
dT, _ 8 
d t  d z \  ^  d z  ) '  ( 3 3 )  
Here, T, is the soil temperature, C is the volumetric heat capacity of the 
soil, and Ag is the soil thermal conductivity. Both the volumetric heat 
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capacity and the thermal conductivity are functions of the moisture 
content. The heat capacity of the soil is estimated as a weighted function 
of the moisture content, the equation used is simply, 
C = -n + n (34) 
In this equation, Cj is the heat capacity for the dry soil, and is the 
heat capacity of water. 
The thermal conductivity is a much stronger function of soil-moisture 
content and is calculated as in Al Nakshabandi and Kohnke (1965) by using 
the following relations 
g-(log,o?+2.7) 
0.00041 ,logioT>5.1, (35) 
where, X has units of cal s'^ cm"^ °C"^ and $ is the soil-moisture potential 
which is given by 
A. „ = B 
(36) 
Interface Conditions 
Radiative heating and cooling provide the physical forcing at the 
earth-atmosphere interface in the model. The thermodynamic energy equation 
and the soil-heat-flux equation are coupled with the surface heat balance 
at the surface roughness height, Zq, to obtain 
Where, is the longwave radiative flux, is the density of water, Ly is 
the latent heat of vaporization, and E is the evaporation rate in m s"^. 
The solar radiation term G, (W m'^) appears in the surface energy budget 
equation and is calculated from the formula 
G = 1353(1 - a)T/sin(J)sinô+cos<|)Cosô sin-^\. 
\ 12/ (38) 
a, is the albedo and varies according to the summertime datasets taken from 
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Matthews (1985). Also in Eq. (38) are the latitude (<p) r the solar 
declination angle (6), the transmittance (t), and the time in hours (t), 
which varies with longitude. If desired, the transmittance can be crudely 
modeled as a function of cloud cover after Anthes et al. (1987). The 
longwave radiative flux, F^, is calculated at the surface, and the 
atmospheric flux divergence, Q, appears as the heating term in the 
thermodynamic equation. These atmospheric fluxes are computed as 
functions of the water-vapor path length integrated through the atmosphere 
(see Paegle and McLawhorn, 1983). 
In a fashion similar to Argentini et al. (1992), a storage term has 
been added to Eq (37). This represents a slight modification from McCorcle 
(1988). In this term Tg is the canopy temperature, and is the heat 
capacity of the biomass (J m"^ K"^). The inclusion of the storage term 
might result in a reduction in amplitude of the diurnal temperature cycle 
by a few degrees Celsius for vegetated surfaces when compared to bare soil. 
Temperature and moisture flux continuity are assumed at the 
interface, that is, at Z = Zq  we have 
a^ir ~ Ts' ~ 
where and Wg are vertical moisture fluxes in the atmosphere and soil 
respectively. They are given by 
Evapotranspiration 
The total évapotranspiration from the soil medium includes 
contributions from direct evaporation, Ej^, transpiration from the 
vegetation, E^, and evaporation from water accumulated in the canopy, Eg. 
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In the model all of the above contributions are functionally related to the 
potential evaporation, Ep, via the expression 
(41) 
 ^= ^ dir + 2c + = FEp. 
Where, F is a function of variables such as plant density, stomatal 
resistance, vegetation type, soil-water distribution, and canopy-water 
content. Ep is formally defined as the evaporation that would occur from a 
free water surface. The potential evaporation is treated as a function of 
atmospheric variables only in the model, and is determined from a 
formulation (Penman, 1948) which has been modified to include the effects 
of atmospheric stability. The relation uses a surface energy balance 
derived from the bulk aerodynamic relationships for the heat and moisture 
fluxes. The formulation for the potential evaporation is 
^ ^ e{G-Fn-Sh) ^  pL^C^u{q*-g)^ 
1 + A^ 1 +A ^ 
= 
P v^v (42) 
where, the term inside the large brackets is just the potential latent heat 
flux, and is given by 
0.622L^ de*{T) 
e pCp dT (43) 
Note, Sj, is the soil heat flux, e* is the saturation vapor pressure at 
temperature, T. Also, in this context T, p, p, u, q, and q* are the 
atmospheric temperature, density, pressure, wind speed, specific humidity, 
and saturation specific humidity at a height of 2 m. The effects of 
atmospheric stability on potential evaporation are represented via the non-
dimensional exchange coefficient for moisture, C^, which is a function of 
the Richardson number. Note, that the first term on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (42) represents the effect radiation has on evaporation, while the 
second term represents the aerodynamic effects. 
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The direct evaporation from bare soil is estimated by assuming that 
evaporation proceeds at the potential rate until the soil-moisture content 
of the uppermost soil-layer {T}^) decreases to an "air-dry" value (f/j or 
VciiO (Nimah and Hanks, 1973). Once has fallen below the water film 
on soil particles is assumed to be so thin that electrostatic forces 
prevent evaporation from proceeding at the potential rate. Evaporation is 
then controlled by the moisture flux from the soil and is consequently less 
than the potential rate. Values of are determined by soil type and are 
given in Appendix A. There is also a weak dependence on the potential 
evaporation rate simply because at lower potential evaporation rates, 
direct evaporation proceeds at the potential rate until a slightly lower 
value of is reached. Evaporation is assumed to cease when the soil 
moisture falls below some level r)^. Values of r)^ depend on soil type only, 
and are also given in Appendix A. Therefore, the bare soil evaporation is 
estimated by the following method 
^diz - ^ soil -
, Ha > ni> nd 
^  4,  '  n i  >  n ,  
(44) 
0 , Hi < Ha 
If vegetation is included, then the direct evaporation is reduced due 
to the shading of the bare-soil and the reduction of wind speed near the 
surface. Both of these effects are represented via the equation 
^dlr - ^ soil , (45) 
where Cf is a shading factor, that ranges from 0 (no foliage) to 1 
(complete radiative blocking). Typically varies from 0.4 - 0.9 for most 
vegetation, and does vary over the growing season (Bates, 1982). 
The amount of water captured and retained by vegetation that is 
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evaporated back to the atmosphere without adding moisture to the soil is 
defined as the canopy evaporation, E^. The canopy evaporation is related 
to the loss rate of canopy-stored water c^, and is given by 
(46) 
dc^ 
"dF - ^ 
-4, = 
c 
Here, is the moisture storage capacity of the canopy, which is 
vegetation type dependent, and P is the precipitation rate. 
Transpiration is related to the soil-moisture content, the density of 
vegetation cover, and the stomatal, internal and root resistances. 
Additionally, the presence of canopy water reduces transpiration. All 
these effects are included in the equation 
Ej. = Epi k^ a f ) ( 1 -
(47) 
where 
h(r\^) = • 
1 , n i ^ ^ rof 
' lifiit n i ^ref 
^ ^ i ^ ^  wil t ' 
Here, jjj is the moisture content of the ith layer, »?ref' the moisture 
(48) 
content at which soil-moisture deficit begins to reduce uptake, is 
the wilting point and is defined as the moisture content at which root 
uptake ceases. These values are soil type dependent and are given in 
Appendix A. The plant coefficient (kyCf) varies according to crop and 
stage of crop development. For this study k^ is taken to be 1.0. The 
expression for transpiration assumes that root uptake is the same at all 
depths shallower than the maximum rooting depth, Zj. Note, AZj is the depth 
of the ith soil layer. 
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Boundary and Initial Conditions 
The initial basic state temperature is specified by using the 
equation 
Tg =  +  T z  ( 4 9 )  
where, r is some specified lapse rate (often taken to be 6.5 K km"^) and 
is some specified temperature. The Poisson equation is then used to 
determine the basic state pressure, and the equation of state is then used 
to determine the basic state density. The specific humidity is determined 
by specifying the initial relative humidity field (often a constant 
relative humidity of 75% is assumed throughout the domain) and employing 
the Clausius-Claperyon equation. 
At the model top, the initial pressure (or more precisely the 
deviation pressure) field is determined using the hydrostatic relation from 
the observed 700 mb (or 850 mb) geopotential height fields. The interior 
pressures are then obtained via downward integration of the hydrostatic 
equation. Initial winds are then set to be geostrophic, except in the 
lowest layers, where they are forced logarithmically to zero. 
For all prognostic variables, lateral boundary conditions are 
Neumann, i.e., spatial derivatives of these variables, normal to the 
lateral boundaries, are equal to zero. In order to reduce the effects of 
any numerical instability resulting from specifying the boundary conditions 
in this way, the domain is chosen so that the region of interest is removed 
from the lateral boundaries. From the size of the domain, it would take 
about 28 hours for some mode propagating at 10 m s'^ to reach the domain 
center from any lateral boundary. 
Dirichlet, i.e., values of relevant variables are specified as 
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constant or time varying, boundary conditions are used at the model top. 
For example, in order to simulate boundary-layer flows under large-scale 
synoptic forcings, time-varying deviation pressure fields are used to force 
the model. Observed, or idealized, geopotential height fields are 
converted to deviation pressure fields using the hydrostatic relation at 
every 12 hours of the simulation. A spline interpolation procedure is then 
used to obtain the deviation pressure field at the model top for each time 
step. Other variables such as potential temperature and specific humidity 
are held constant in time at the model top. 
The soil temperature is initially isothermal and is equal to the 
initial surface temperature. At the bottom of the soil layer, the 
temperature is held constant throughout the simulation. Initial values of 
soil-moisture are given in terms of percent saturation and are converted to 
volumetric moisture contents using the known saturation contents for each 
soil type. 
Model Domain 
This boundary-layer model uses a horizontal grid spacing of 0.625° by 
0.625°. The domain extended from 85° to 110° W and from 25° to 50° N 
latitude. This gives a total of 1681 (41 by 41) horizontal grid points. A 
two-dimensional grid, extending from 90° W to 105° W, centered about 37° N, 
with a finer scale (0.44° longitudinal spacing) was used for some of the 
sensitivity simulations. 
An early ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting) 
operational topography set with a nine-point smoothing operation was 
employed (Shuman, 1957) (see Figure 3). There were 24 atmospheric nodes in 
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in 
Figure 3. Model topography (m). Contour interval is 200 tn 
the vertical, 10 logarithmic nodes below 324 m and 14 nodes evenly spaced 
up to the model top at 3194 m above sea-level. 
Model Validation 
In order to have confidence in this models ability to simulate the 
general synoptic flow and the Great Plains low-level jet, verification is 
necessary. Unfortunately, most observations of the atmosphere, made by the 
National Weather Service (NWS) via twice daily rawinsonde launches lack the 
spatial and temporal resolution necessary to directly validate the 
boundary-layer model. Indirect verification of the model has been 
attempted in the past, through examination of insect captures and rainfall 
amounts that can be related to low-level moisture transport and convergence 
(Fast, 1990). These efforts have indicated that the model was probably 
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performing adequately, but the verification methods used did have 
disadvantages. For excunple, the insect trapping data had many gaps and 
irregularities, and factors other than low-level moisture convergence 
affected rainfall amounts. 
In February and March of 1992, the Stormscale Operational and 
Research Meteorology Field Experiment (STORMFEST) was held over the Great 
Plains. A synoptic situation in which the Great Plains low-level jet 
typically develops occurred during this experiment on the night of March 5. 
Since part of the data gathered during this episode consisted of CLASS 
(Cross Chain LORAN Sounding System) soundings made every 3 hours over a 
relatively dense (compared to the NWS) network of stations, it was ideal 
for comparison with the model. Figure 4. shows the network of STORMFEST 
stations where soundings, from consisted of temperature, specific humidity, 
and wind profiles, were made. 
Figure 4 Locations where CLASS soundings were made during the 
STORMFEST experiment. 
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The synoptic situation for this period can be described as follows; 
a low pressure system (with a central pressure of 982 mb at OOZ March 5) 
was centered over southeast Colorado, while a ridge of high pressure 
covered the eastern United States extending from Florida northward into 
Canada. As a result there was a broad region of south to southeasterly 
surface flow across the central United States. Surface analysis by the NWS 
indicated that the system over southeast Colorado was occluded, with the 
occluded front extending southeast from the low pressure center into 
southwest Oklahoma. A cold front was then analyzed to extend south-
southwest from southwest Oklahoma to an area near Del Rio, Texas. 
Additionally, a weak stationary front extended west to east through 
southern Iowa, from Nebraska to Pennsylvania. During the 24 hour period 
beginning at 12Z March 4, the low pressure moved slightly southeast into 
the Oklahoma Panhandle, and there was little change in the central 
pressure. However, the ridge in the east did strengthen slightly. The 850 
mb and 700 mb charts indicated similar trends at upper levels. 
Precipitation can be summarized as follows; at OlZ March 5, there was 
shower activity over the Central U.S. extending from Louisiana northward 
into southern Minnesota. From there an area of "wrap-around" precipitation 
extended southwestward into Colorado, covering much of South Dakota, 
Nebraska, and northern Kansas. During the night, the precipitation tended 
to spread to the north and east, eventually getting into North Dakota and 
central Minnesota in the north, and into Mississippi and Alabama in the 
south. Convective activity extended from central Texas into eastern 
Oklahoma and was focused ahead of the cold front. While the thunderstorms, 
which had developed during the day, were moving northwards, the general 
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area of convective activity was moving eastward, so that by the following 
morning the convective activity was suppressed in Oklahoma and Texas 
(except along the Gulf Coast), and had moved into Louisiana and 
Mississippi. The 850 mb charts indicated strong low-level winds, but it 
was not known until after model simulations had been conducted, and the 
CLASS sounding data had been examined, that the occurrence of the low-level 
jet, for this case, was confirmed. 
Numerical simulations of this particular synoptic situation were 
performed with the model being forced by National Meteorological Center 
(NMC) Nested Grid Model (NGM) analyzed 700 mb height fields. Soil moisture 
levels were set to 45% of saturation (no observations were available). 
Since it was early spring, vegetative effects were not included. Snow cover 
maps for this period indicated that snow cover was limited to the extreme 
northeast corner of the domain, and the higher elevations of the Rockies, 
accordingly the albedo was set to a value of 0.25 in these regions, but 
this likely had little effect on the results of the simulations. The 
simulation covered the period from 12Z March 3 to 12Z March 5. Starting 
the simulation on March 3, allowed time for the model to "spin-up". The 
results were then compared with the observed data. Specifically, the 
models ability to simulate velocity, potential temperature, and specific 
humidity fields was evaluated. These results are now presented. 
Figure 5 shows the observed winds at 02Z March 5, 1500 m AGL (above 
ground level). (Note, the observation time for NWS sites not partaking in 
STORMFEST was OOZ March 5.) In Figure 6, modeled isotachs (depicting wind 
speed) and streamlines (indicating wind direction) for the same time and 
level are shown. Examination of these figures (and others like them, e.g.. 
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M Masing OOZ 10 m/s 02Z 10 m/s 
Figure 5 Observed winds 1500 m AGL for 02Z March 5, 1992. Note, 
the "non-STORMFEST" stations reported at OOZ. The L 
denotes the location of the surface low and M denotes 
missing report. 
Figure 6 Streamlines and isotachs of modeled wind field 1500 m AGL at 
02Z March 5. Contour interval is 2 m s"^. 
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the 12Z equivalents) indicates that wind direction has been well modeled 
above the boundary layer. Features of the isotach field seem also to have 
been modeled well with the capture of the southerly wind maxima over 
Arkansas and Missouri and the westerly wind maxima over New Mexico. 
Regions where the simulated wind field did not match as well with the 
observations seemed to be associated with convective activity. It could be 
argued that the above comparison is simply a test of the appropriateness of 
the geostrophic approximation. But, at 500 m AGL, where there is a greater 
degree of frictional coupling with the surface, and thus larger 
ageostrophic components, similar results are found. This can be seen by 
comparing Figures 7 and 8. Note that the winds are directed more to the 
center of the low, indicating the greater degree of frictional coupling. 
Additionally, when examining the temporal evolution of the observed winds 
it was apparent that at 500 m AGL, there was a distinct tendency for winds 
to turn clockwise and accelerate during the evening hours, this same 
behavior was not apparent for the winds 1500 m AGL. The model simulated 
these differences in behavior. 
One interesting point is that not all observations of the wind field 
evolution matched the model predicted behavior. At first glance it may 
appear that convection may be "contaminating" the observed wind field (and, 
it probably was responsible for some of the difference between observations 
and the model). However, an analysis of vertical profiles of potential 
temperature and velocity components indicate that factors associated with 
cloudiness, such as latent heat release, and trapping of long-wave 
radiation might also be playing an important role in the evolution of the 
low-level jet. This contention is supported in Figures 9-14, where it is 
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lO^m/s 
Figure 7 Winds at approximately 500 m AGL for 02Z March 5, 1992. 
L  13  
Figure 8 Streamlines and isotachs of modeled wind field 500 m AGL 
at 02Z March 5. The contour interval is 2 m s"'. 
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Figure 9 Observed and modeled profiles of the meridional and 
zonal wind components at Huron, SD. at 08Z March 5, 
1992. 
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Figure 10 Observed and modeled profiles of potential temperature 
at Huron, SD. for various times from 23Z March 4 
through IIZ March 5, 1992. Note, 9 is in degrees kelvin. 
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Figure 11 Observed and modeled profiles of the meridional wind 
component at Norman, OK. for various times from 23Z 
March 4 through 08Z March 5, 1992. 
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Figure 12 Observed and modeled profiles of potential temperature 
at Norman, OK. for various times from 23Z March 4 
through 08Z March 5, 1992. Note, d is in degrees kelvin. 
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Figure 13 Observed and modeled profiles of the meridional wind 
component at Little Rock, AK. for various times from 
23Z March 4 through 08Z March 5, 1992. 
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Figure 14 Observed and modeled profiles of potential temperature 
at Little Rock, AK. for various times from 23Z March 4 
through 08Z March 5, 1992. Note, 6 is in degrees kelvin. 
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seen that for stations (HON and OUN) where the structure and evolution of 
the potential temperature field were modeled well, the low-level jet was 
modeled well, and cases where the evolution of the low-level wind field was 
modeled poorly (e.g. LIT) corresponded to cases where there was a failure 
of the model to properly describe the evolution of the potential 
temperature profile. Note, that modeling the magnitudes of the potential 
temperatures is not nearly as important as modeling the evolution and 
vertical structure of the potential temperature profile. Failure to 
correctly model the vertical structure of the potential temperature, 
perhaps due to the inability to simulate latent heat release aloft, may 
result in an incorrect modeling of local vertical momentum exchanges, given 
that the turbulent exchange depends on the stability. Additionally, latent 
heat release over large areas may act to enhance (or suppress) the upslope 
daytime flow over the Great Plains. This was shown by Holton (1967) to be 
an important factor in the development of the Great Plains low-level jet. 
One other quantity which can be compared to the observations is the 
specific humidity (q). Profiles are shown in Figure 15 at 05Z March 5, for 
Dodge City, KS (DDC) and Iowa City, lA (lOW). The model seems to capture 
some of the profile features quite well, especially at lOW. Examination of 
several specific humidity profiles, for various sites, and horizontal 
cross-sections indicated that relative errors in specific humidity were 
less than 15%, with some larger errors (40%) in areas of high moisture 
gradient (e.g., DDC profile). 
It was also interesting to note that the regions of strong 
subsidence, as predicted by the model, matched well the areas, where 
convective activity was suppressed. Regions of rising motion, and higher 
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Figure 15 Observed and modeled specific humidity profiles at 
Dodge City, KS and Iowa City, IA for 05Z March 5, 
1992. 
specific humidities, generally correlated well (but not exactly, probably 
due to the convective activity) with areas of shower activity. Similar 
results were seen in the analysis of the Moisture Flux Convergence (MFC) 
field. Though it should be noted that the MFC patterns did not necessarily 
match with the regions of strongest rising motion. Also thunderstorms did 
not necessarily develop in regions of maximum MFC values, though they did 
develop in areas of positive MFC. 
A final pleasing aspect of the comparisons was that the height of the 
jet was modeled well for the majority of the STORMFEST stations. This 
could be an indication that the diurnal evolution of the boundary-layer is 
generally being modeled well. 
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iii. sensitiviiy tests 
Determining the sensitivity of the Great Plains low-level jet to the 
various parameters likely to change under doubled COg conditions is an 
important component in this study. As was mentioned previously, 
sensitivities to parameters, such as soil-moisture levels, were established 
by Fast and McCorcle (1990). However, sensitivity to many of the 
vegetation parameters included in the soil-hydrology package (described in 
Chapter II), has yet to be established. McCorcle (1988) briefly indicated 
that there was a different model response when vegetative effects were 
included, however no systematic sensitivity analysis was conducted. 
In this chapter, model sensitivity is assessed for the following 
parameters: biomass heat storage capacity (Cy), canopy water content (C^), 
surface roughness length (Zg), albedo (a), shading factor (a), and rooting 
depth (Zj). Additionally, model sensitivity to the number of computational 
levels within the soil-medium is discussed. 
The methodology for conducting the sensitivity analyses is similar to 
that used by Fast and McCorcle (1990), i.e., the numerical simulations are 
mainly two-dimensional, a reference state is defined, simulations are 
performed where each parameter is varied from its reference value, while 
the remaining parameters are fixed at their reference values. Upper 
boundary conditions consist of an idealized geopotential height field, for 
which the heights increase towards the east, giving a southerly geostrophic 
wind of 17 m s"^ . One difference in this study is that for several 
simulations, soil-moisture contents were not held fixed for the length of 
the simulation as was the case for Fast and McCorcle (1990). The reason 
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for adopting this approach is that the dominant response of the jet to some 
of these factors is determined indirectly through their influence on soil-
moisture levels via évapotranspiration, rather than through their direct 
influence on the surface energy budget. 
The parameters included in the sensitivity test, and the range of 
values over which they are tested are shown in Table 3. Also the reference 
values are indicated in boldface and it is noted whether soil-moisture is 
held fixed through the simulation. 
Table 3. Vegetation parameters, and the range of values used in the 
sensitivity tests. Reference values are in boldface 
Parameter Values ri f ixed 
Canopy water content 0 .001 ,  0 .01  m No 
Heat storage capacity 6,000, 30,000, 60 ,000  J m'^ K'l No 
Albedo 0.13, 0 .18 ,  0.23 Yes 
Roughness length 0 .04 ,  0.08, 0.16 m Yes 
Shading factor 0.20, 0.45, 0 .70 ,  0.95 No 
Rooting depth 0.30, 0 .90  m Yes & No 
To give the reader a sense of the values of the storage term given in 
Table 3, consider that a soybean field with 100% areal coverage has a value 
of 30,000 J m"^ K'^, whereas, short grass with 100% coverage has a value of 
12,000 J m'^ K'^. The Wangara experiment had short grass with 20% areal 
coverage (Argentin!, et al., 1992), so a value of 2,400 J m"^ K'^ would be 
used. 
Initially, in order to provide a point of comparison to the work of 
Fast and McCorcle (1990), results of "bare-soil" and "reference vegetation" 
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simulations performed for various levels and distributions of soil-
moisture, are presented. The simulations are performed for several 
different values of rjQ/rjg (initial volumetric soil-moisture content), with 
three simplified soil-moisture distributions; homogenous, positive gradient 
in soil moisture (i.e., increasing soil-moisture content from West to 
East), and negative gradient. The three different distributions (with 
initial soil-moisture content VQ/VS 0.5) are shown in Figure 16. The 
reason these distributions are chosen, is that they are similar to those 
used by Fast and McCorcle (1990). 
The results of these simulations are summarized in Figure 17. As in 
Fast and McCorcle (1990), the maximum jet speed (V^^^) is reduced as soil-
moisture levels are increased. Fast and McCorcle attributed this response 
to the reduced horizontal temperature gradients over the terrain for the 
0.8 
0.7--
Negative gradient 0.6 
Homogenous 
Positive gradient 0.4-• 
0.2 
105 -100 -95 -90 
Longitude (W) 
Figure 16. Soil-moisture distributions used in the two-dimensional 
sensitivity analysis. 
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Figure 17 Maximum jet speed vs average initial soil-moisture content 
for the three simplified soil-moisture distributions shown in 
Figure 16. Results from both baresoil and vegetation 
simulations are shown. 
more moist conditions. For these conditions weaker ageostrophic wind 
components would result, i.e., weaker daytime upslope flows. Also apparent 
from Figure 17, is the weak response at both high and low levels of soil-
moisture. This can be explained by realizing that at more extreme moisture 
levels, contributions to the surface energy balance are independent of 
moisture content, since evaporation is either completely shut off (if 
conditions are dry), or it proceeds at the potential rate (if conditions 
are very moist). Also, as was shown in Fast and McCorcle (1990), with 
soil moisture gradients that tend to enhance (diminish) the buoyant slope 
flows, an increase (decrease) in the jet strength is seen. It is also 
apparent that the effect of the soil-moisture gradients on the low-level 
jet is reduced for the more extreme soil-moisture conditions. It is 
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interesting to note that positive (negative) soil-moisture gradients have a 
greater effect on the jet speed than negative (positive) gradients under 
wetter (drier) conditions. It is clear that the maximum jet speed is 
weakened when vegetation is included, but that the basic response to soil-
moisture is unchanged. Finally, as noted by Fast and McCorcle (1990), but 
not shown here, at higher soil-moisture levels the time of greatest jet 
speed occurs earlier in the evening and the height of the jet is closer to 
the surface. This latter result is due to the fact that for moist 
conditions the boundary-layer is shallower, thus the top of the nocturnal 
inversion will also be closer to the ground. 
Vegetation Parameters 
The sensitivity of the jet to each parameter listed in Table 3 is now 
discussed in a systematic fashion. Note that for most of the simulations, 
the reference value of is 0.45. 
Canopy water content 
The canopy water content can affect the surface energy balance 
through direct evaporation, reducing transpirative demand on the plant, and 
by its contribution to the canopy's heat storage capacity. As canopy water 
content is increased, it was found that the temperature gradient across the 
terrain was reduced, and thus the maximum jet speed was reduced for the 
higher water content. However, for the values of used here, there was 
only a slight reduction of 0.5% (from 18.13 to 18.04 m s'^) in jet speed as 
Cg was increased from 1 mm to 10 mm. 
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Albedo 
Less absorption of solar radiation occurs, with higher values of 
albedo resulting in less daytime heating. Thus, weaker temperature 
gradients occur across the terrain. Therefore, a weaker jet is expected 
for higher albedos. This is confirmed upon examination of Figure 18, where 
the jet strength is reduced by 2.7% (from 18.34 to 17.85 m s"^), as a is 
increased from 0.13 to 0.23. 
Shading factor 
When the soil-moisture levels were held fixed for the length of the 
simulation little sensitivity was displayed to variations in the shading 
factor. However, as Figure 19 shows, when soil-moisture levels were not 
held fixed, some sensitivity is displayed, especially at lower values of a 
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Figure 18 Vertical profiles of the meridional wind component at hour 40 
(04Z) of the simulations, for the three values of surface 
albedo used. 
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where the jet strength is greater. A time series of the moisture content 
in the uppermost soil-layers (not shown) indicated that for lower values of 
a, the topsoil dried out at a faster rate. Thus, the observed jet strength 
increase as a decreased was simply a response to the drier soils. 
Therefore, there is an indirect response of the jet to variations in 
shading factor, through the shading factors control of baresoil evaporation 
in the upper soil-layer. This implies that the response of the jet to 
variations in shading factor will differ for different initial moisture 
contents. This is confirmed in Figure 19, where no sensitivity to a is 
displayed at the higher initial moisture content. 
Rooting depth 
For these sensitivity tests two different vertical profiles of soil-
moisture were used, one was a homogenous profile with qg/qg equal to 0.45, 
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Figure 19. Maximum jet speed vs shading factor for two different values of 
initial moisture content. 
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the other had the upper 0.3 m with qQ/q, equal to 0.45, and below that 
IQ/VS was set to 0.8. Also, sets of simulations for which soil-moisture 
was both held fixed and allowed to vary, were done for both profiles. From 
Figure 20, it can be seen that for the homogenous profile case, the jet 
strength was weakened by 1.7% (0.3 m s~^) as the rooting depth was lowered 
from 0.3 m to 0.9 m. This reflects the cooling effect of increased 
évapotranspiration due to greater moisture availability for deeper roots. 
There was little difference between cases when the soil-moisture was fixed 
and where it was allowed to vary. However, for the profile with the moist 
deep layer, there were large differences between the cases. The case where 
soil-moisture is held fixed is shown in Figure 21. The jet is 
significantly weakened (7.6% reduction in strength) as the maximum rooting 
depth is lowered to 0.9 m. However, when the soil-moisture was allowed to 
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Figure 20 Vertical profiles of the meridional wind component at hour 40 
(04Z) of the simulations, for rooting depths of 0.3 and 0.9 m. 
Time varying soil-moisture and homogenous profile case. 
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Figure 21 Vertical profiles of the meridional wind component at hour 40 
(04Z) of the simulations, for rooting depths of 0.3 and 0.9 m. 
Fixed soil-moisture and moist deep layer case. 
vary, this sensitivity was not displayed, due to the fact that the 
moisture from below tended to migrate towards the surface. So after a 
given time, the surface values of soil-moisture had increased to values 
close to field capacity. At these higher levels of soil-moisture, where 
evaporation proceeds at, or close to, the potential rate, the jet shows 
little sensitivity to most parameters. 
For any future investigations where more comprehensive examination of 
the effects of "transient" profiles on the low-level jet is done, it may be 
necessary to only allow the soil-moisture to be varied after the model has 
"spun-up". This may be necessary, since the initial profile may become 
unrecognizable during the "spin up" period. 
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Roughness length 
Figure 22 shows how the jet speed decreases by 2.9% (from 17.5 m s~^ 
to 17.0 m s'l) as the roughness length increased from 0.04 m (typical of 
short grass) to 0.08 m (typical of corn stand), and then to 0.16 m (typical 
of a vineyard). 
It can be seen from Figure 22 that the height of the jet is lowered 
as the roughness length increases. These effects can be explained because 
as roughness length increases, frictional drag, turbulent mixing and 
evaporation all increase in the model. This, agrees with Zhang and Anthes' 
(1982) analysis of roughness length effects on the ABL. The increased 
mixing results in a shallower boundary-layer with a cooler surface, 
resulting in a decreased temperature gradient across the slope, leading to 
a weakening and lowering of the jet. It is also interesting to note that 
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Figure 22. Vertical profiles of the meridional wind component at hour 40 
(04Z) of the simulation for different values of roughness 
length. 
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specific humidities in the mixed-layer are higher for the longer roughness 
length (13.9 g kg'^ for Zo=0.16 m compared to 12.5 g kg"^ for 2^=0.04 m). 
This is mainly due to the boundary-layer being shallower and the increased 
evaporation. 
Biomasa heat storage capacity 
The response of the jet to increases in the heat storage capacity was 
dictated by two factors. As Cy increased, the diurnal temperature range 
was decreased, (by about 1.5 K going from 6000 J m"^ K"^ (grass) to 30000 J 
m-2 j^-1 (soybeans)) with cooler daytime highs occurring later in the day. 
This is shown in Figure 23. For comparison. Figure 24 shows the 
differences in diurnal temperature cycle for baresoil simulations for two 
different levels of soil-moisture. Notice that in this case, there is no 
phase difference between the two cycles and that the diurnal range of 
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Figure 23 Time series of surface temperature for different values of Cy. 
Note hour 12 corresponds to OOZ (6 pm LST). 
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temperature is reduced substantially for the wetter soils. 
Thus, from the earlier discussion, the jet is expected to weaken as 
the heat storage capacity is increased. This is confirmed upon 
examination of Figure 25, where it is seen that the jet strength is reduced 
by 2.7% as Cy is increased from 6000 to 60000 J m'^ K'^. For comparison, 
the baresoil simulations results are shown in Figure 26. They also show a 
reduction in jet speed, albeit a much larger decrease. However, for 
increases in heat storage capacity, the height of the jet maximum behaves 
differently than for increases in soil-moisture. From Figures 25 and 26, 
it is seen that as soils become more moist, the jet tends to lower, but as 
Cy increases the height of the jet maxima rises. This can be explained 
from Fast and McCorcle (1990), where they noted that the jet lowered with 
height as the nocturnal inversion developed throughout the night. The 
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Figure 26 Vertical profiles of the meridional wind component at hour 40 
(04Z) of the simulation for two different levels of initial 
soil-moisture. 
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reason for this behavior is that as the inversion rises, winds above 
continue to oscillate inertially, but winds at and below the inversion are 
now coupled to the surface layer and these do not decrease as rapidly with 
time. 
By examining Figures 27 and 28, where potential temperature profiles 
are shown at 04Z (a few hours after sunset), it is seen that the 
development of the nocturnal inversion is retarded for higher values of Cy 
and lower values of soil-moisture. Thus, a lowering of the jet height 
would be the expected result of either an increase in storage capacity or a 
drying of the soil. Concluding then, it seems that the two effects, one of 
damping the temperature wave, the other of reducing the strength of the 
inversion act in combination to reduce the sensitivity of the jet to the 
heat storage capacity of the biomass. 
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Figure 27 Vertical profiles of potential temperature at hour 40 (04Z) of 
the simulation for different values of Cy. 
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Figure 28 Vertical profiles of potential temperature at hour 40 (04Z) of 
the simulation for the two soil-moisture levels. 
Finally, some three-dimensional simulations are done in which the 
effect of imposing a west to east gradient in storage capacity on the low-
level jet are examined. Comparison to bare-soil simulations, in which the 
western half of the domain was dryer (40% saturated as opposed to 50% 
saturated) than the eastern half was made in an attempt to gauge the 
relative importance of these sensitivities in terms of their influence on 
the geographic position, strength of the jet and the MFC. It is apparent, 
from examination of Figures 29 and 30 that the soil-moisture gradient has 
more impact on speed of the low-level jet, than the gradients in biomass 
heat storage capacity. In terms of geographic location, there was a 
tendency for the low-level jet axis to be moved slightly westward in both 
cases, with a more pronounced tendency shown for the case with the changes 
in soil-moisture. The position of the discontinuity in the surface 
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Figure 29 The difference in wind speed between the positive soil-moisture 
gradient case and the homogenous case. The contour interval is 
0.2 m s"l 
Figure 30 The difference in wind speed between the cases with different 
distributions of biomass storage heat capacity. The contour 
interval is 0.2 m s"' 
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characteristic also seemed to be an important factor in how the jet-axis 
moved. Examination of changes in the MFC, indicated a greater response to 
gradients in soil-moisture. In regions north of the jet-axis there was a 
greater increase in values of MFC and to the south there was a decrease. 
Vertical Resolution Within Soil Medium 
Some additional sensitivity testing of the model in its baresoil 
configuration was performed. As was mentioned previously, in order to 
include some of the vegetative effects in the model, greater resolution was 
needed within the soil medium. However, model sensitivity to this 
increased resolution had to be assessed. This was done through simple 
comparisons between the model in its "two-layer" and "twenty-layer" modes, 
using two-dimensional simulations with initial homogenous soil-moisture 
profiles. 
The results of these tests were particularly uninteresting with 
little sensitivity being displayed, mainly due to the fact that the soil-
moisture in the uppermost layers evolved in very similar fashions. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 
To a large extent determination of the response of the Great Plains 
low-level jet to factors to which it is sensitive has been accomplished. 
In this chapter determination of the likely changes in these factors 
encompassed by various "global change" scenarios is done. After this, the 
methodology for determining the response of the Great Plains low-level jet 
to the range of expected changes will be outlined. 
The basic methodology for this research, as mentioned previously, 
follows a similar approach to Gleick (1987). For this approach, owing to 
the coarse resolution of the GCMs and the differences in projections 
amongst them, a general range of expected changes is all that can be 
realistically be attained. In order to quantify these changes, the 
numerical output (monthly mean averages) from GCM simulations was used. 
The lack of spatial detail in this guidance is apparent when considering 
the coarseness of the GCM grids, for example, only 12 nodes of the GISS GCM 
lie within the domain of the boundary-layer model used in this study, of 
those 12 only 4 lie within the Great Plains region. Due to this lack of 
detail, examination of the literature, and in some cases, guesswork is also 
needed to provided guidance as to the manifestation of these changes. 
For this study, the primary output used was from the GISS and GFDL 
GCM simulations, although guidance from UKMET and NCAR GCM studies was 
used. The available GCM data generally consisted of monthly or seasonal 
means of quantities such as; surface temperature, geopotential heights, 
precipitation, evaporation, snow-melt, surface runoff, cloud-cover, and 
mixing ratios etc.. The following format is now used in this chapter, for 
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each factor that the low-level jet has displayed sensitivity to, there will 
be a description of the likely changes in that factor, and an explanation 
of how the quantification of each change is achieved. 
Projected Changes in Factors Influencing 
the Great Plains Low-level Jet 
Synoptic pressure gradient 
The strength of the low-level jet is dependent to a large extent on 
the magnitude of the southerly geostrophic wind. Stronger gradients result 
in stronger jets, not only through simple addition of the geostrophic and 
ageostrophic components, but through the fact that ageostrophic components 
are larger within the boundary-layer. Also boundary-layer depth is 
dependent, to some extent, on the ambient flow. 
Since, the low-level jet is dependent on the large scale gradient of 
pressure (or geopotential heights), it is necessary to determine what 
changes are expected to occur for doubled CO; conditions. As mentioned 
earlier, a projected decrease in an equator to pole temperature gradient, 
resulting mainly from strong wintertime warming at higher latitudes, is 
expected to lead to a decrease in mid-latitude storm strength (Boer et ai., 
1992). This suggests that there will be a decrease in the pressure 
gradients across systems in which the low-level jet commonly occurs. To 
quantify, and clarify, the relationship between the meridional temperature 
gradient and the large-scale pressure gradient, first consider the 
assumption common to many large-scale eddy flux parameterization schemes 
such as described in Branscome (1983). Large scale temperature 
perturbations are often taken to be proportional to the meridional 
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temperature gradient. The temperature perturbation can be simply related 
to geopotential heights via the hypsometric equation, and it is possible to 
linearly relate the large-scale pressure perturbations to height 
perturbations via the hydrostatic equation. Thus, we can simply relate the 
large-scale pressure gradient to the meridional temperature gradient. The 
above is summarized by the following 
Where, the overbar signifies zonal averages, the primes indicate 
perturbations from the zonal average, and is a meridional length scale, 
sometimes taken to be the width of the baroclinically active latitude band 
(20° - 70°, Green, 1970). From Equation 50 it is easily seen that the 
relative changes in pressure gradient are roughly the same as the relative 
change in meridional temperature gradient. 
The GISS GCM indicates roughly a 4% decrease in the springtime 
meridional temperature gradient between the 2x002 and IxCO^ cases. There 
was a decrease in temperature gradient over the 20° to 74° latitude band 
from 37.9 to 36.5 K. Therefore, for the "doubled 00%" simulations 
geopotential gradients are reduced by 4% from that of the control case, an 
observed height field. 
Temperature 
Examination of GCM output indicates average springtime temperature 
increases over the Great Plains of about 4.5 K (GISS) to about 5.5 K 
(GFDL), with the control values being about 292 K (GFDL May; Lat = 42 N, 
Lon = 90 W). Hence, simulations are done with the base state temperature 
(Tg in Eq. 49) being set to 292, 295 and 298 K. These simulations 
representing a control case, a warming of 3 K, and a warming of 6 K 
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respectively. 
The overall temperature increases are not just due to the direct 
radiative effects of increasing concentrations of CO;. Some of the change 
could perhaps be attributed to decreases in nighttime cooling due to the 
increases in water vapor, and changes in levels of soil moisture etc. Thus 
determining the response of the jet to changes in temperature, involves 
consideration of more than just increase in the mean. Changes in the lower 
tropospheric lapse rate, and the amplitude and phasing of the diurnal 
temperature cycle should also be considered. 
Unfortunately, only information about the tropospheric lapse rate is 
available from the output supplied. From the GISS output, the springtime 
tropospheric static stability increased by about 3% (from 4.77 K Km' to 
4.93 K Km') as CO; doubled. Thus future scenarios, used in this study, are 
forced with a lapse rate reduced by 5% from the control value of 6.5 K km' 
to 6.2 K km'. Recently it has also been suggested that the altitude at 
which enhancement of greenhouse gases leads to a net cooling begins at 300 
mb instead of 100 mb (in stratosphere) (Angell, 1990). This would 
consequently tend to reduce the tropospheric stability. Additionally, 
since no indication is given as to the changes in lower tropospheric lapse 
rate a scenario where the lapse rate is increased by 5% to 6.8 K km"' is 
included. 
Finally as suggested by Michaels and Stockbury (1992), and shown by 
some GCM calculations (Meehl and Washington, 1988), springtime low-level 
cloud cover may increase. This could result in warmer nights, thus a 
reduction in the amplitude of the diurnal temperature cycle might plausibly 
be expected. Michaels and Stockbury (1992) show observations indicating a 
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1.2 K rise in wintertime minimum temperatures for the last 90 years. To 
gain an idea as to the possible response of the low-level jet to this 
effect simulations were conducted with a 1.5 K decrease in the diurnal 
temperature range, with most of the decrease being due to increased 
nocturnal temperatures. This effect can be crudely simulated in the model 
by increasing the magnitude of the storage term in the surface energy 
balance. The crude cloud cover modules within the model proved inadequate 
in simulating this effect, since increasing the percent cloud cover in the 
model did not produce the desired result, thus they were not used. 
Vegetation 
The previously mentioned fertilizing effect of CO; on plants has 
prompted some investigators to suggest that vegetative biomass may increase 
in a "greenhouse" environment. Michaels and Stockbury, (1992) quote a 
Texas brush survey in which the areal infestation of rangeland by woody 
plants rose from 88 million acres in 1963 to 106 million by 1983. They 
also claim further evidence for their hypothesis from a study by Idso 
(1989) that showed accelerated vegetative growth in montane species of the 
western United States. 
Contrary to the above, are the projections which show an increase in 
the frequency and severity of droughts for continental interiors (Manabe 
and Wetherald, 1987). These scenarios would suggest, presumably, a trend 
towards sparser vegetative cover. In either case, whichever scenario is 
correct (or perhaps both are wrong), human practices will likely play a 
role in how changes in vegetation are expressed. This is especially true 
in the Great Plains which is a highly managed ecosystem. 
Finally, as was seen in Chapter III, the sensitivity of the low-level 
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jet to canopy parameters was small, especially when compared to the soil-
moisture sensitivity. Judging from the literature cited, the range of 
expected "greenhouse" changes for the canopy parameters are unlikely to 
exceed to the ranges used in the previous chapter. In fact it might be 
argued that within the last 300 years, changes to vegetation resulting from 
deforestation, wetland drainage, and introduction of widespread cropping, 
over the midwest and Great Plains most likely would exceed any changes 
resulting from a "global warming". Future work that could relate to this 
area might involve embedding a mesoscale model into a 6CM, generating 
"past" and "present" climates for the Great Plains, with surface forcings 
reflecting the "past" and "present" land-use patterns. Cleaveland and 
Duvick (1992) used tree ring data to reconstruct July drought indices in 
Eastern Iowa for the last 343 years. Their results indicated that extreme 
July drought has been more common in the 20th Century, and that the 14 
wettest years all occurred before 1852. Thus, limited testing of the 
results of such a study could be possible. 
Soil-moisture 
The Great Plains low-level jet is most sensitive to soil-moisture, 
unfortunately, a great deal of uncertainty exists as to how changes in 
soil-moisture will be manifested in a doubled CO; environment. For 
example, the differences in projections of soil-moisture levels between the 
NCAR and GFDL GCMs. The NCAR GCM, which used low control levels of soil-
moisture, showed an increase in winter and spring moisture levels of about 
2 cm (13 % increase in %/%,), with little difference in summer levels 
(Meehl and Washington, 1988). The GFDL model, which used high control 
levels of soil-moisture also projected an increase in wintertime levels. 
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but showed decreases between 6 and 14% in %/%, for the spring and 
summertime (Manabe and Wetherald, 1987). These decreases were attributed 
to the earlier snow-melt and greater evaporative loss from the more-full 
"soil-bucket" in the GFDL model. 
Even more discouraging, is the fact that the zonal moisture 
gradients, to which Fast and HcCorcle (1990) indicated the low-level jet is 
sensitive too, can only be crudely represented by GCMs. Recall, the zonal 
resolution of these GCMs allow for perhaps 2 or 3 grid points, at most, 
going east to west across the Great Plains. This means that deriving 
detailed soil-moisture information, for the purpose of forcing the 
boundary-layer model, from the GCM output is impossible. However, gross 
scale guidance as to changes in the level and distribution of soil-moisture 
is still possible. Note, soil-moisture levels are not available as part of 
the model "data" release, but have to be reconstructed using monthly mean 
values of precipitation, evaporation, snowmelt and applying the "bucket" 
methodology described in Appendix C. Using this methodology, crude soil-
moisture distributions for May 1X00% and 2X00% cases were obtained for the 
model domain. Changes in levels and distributions could then computed. 
For the GFDL and GISS models indications were that the eastern part of the 
model domain dried more than the western part, i.e., there was tendency for 
a more negative gradient in soil-moisture. The computed change is shown in 
Figure 31. Experiments were carried out to see how this change in soil-
moisture distribution might influence the low-level jet. These experiments 
used 3 control distributions of soil moisture termed "CNCAR", "CLIMO", and 
"CGFDL", from which the "2X00%" changes were superimposed. The CNCAR 
distribution shown in Figure 32, can be compared with Oglesby, 
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Figure 31 Difference in soil moisture between control simulations 
and those experiments where the West to East gradient in 
soil moisture has been decreased. Contour interval is 1%. 
Figure 32 "CNCAR" control simulations volumetric soil moisture content 
('?/'?.) distribution over the model domain. The contour 
interval is 5%. 
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(1991). The CLIMO distribution was obtained using several years of the May 
Palmer "Z" indices. This index is described in Karl and Knight (1985), and 
can be thought of as a "moisture anomaly index", where negative values 
indicate dry conditions, and positive values represent wet conditions, with 
more extreme values representing more extreme conditions. The moisture 
content is related to the "Z" index via the following relationship 
This procedure used to obtain values of %/%, is highly empirical, and is 
meant to only give an estimate of the soil-moisture conditions. Every state 
is divided up into several climate zones (e.g. 9 for Iowa), so the 
available data proved adequate for providing detailed forcing for the 
model. Note the 6 years for which May indices were used were 1983, 1984, 
1985, 1986, 1987, and 1990. The CLIMO distribution is shown in Figure 33. 
The CGFDL was similar to CNCAR except that the average soil moisture 
content was higher. 
Additionally, given the wide range of projections amongst the GCMs, a 
scenario whereby there is an increase in the zonal soil-moisture gradient 
across the Great Plains was also included in the experiment. The 
differences with the control distribution for this scenario are shown in 
Figure 34. 
Experimental Design 
The experimental design used to determine the impact of climate 
change on the Great Plains low-level jet is now presented. Given the 
previous discussion, changes in the following parameters; mean temperature, 
stability, amplitude of diurnal temperature cycle (with emphasis on 
1 + tanh (51) 
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Figure 33 Six year mid-May climatology of volumetric soil moisture 
content %/%, for the model domain as derived from Palmer 
Z indices. This is the "CLIMO" control distribution. 
•0 
Figure 34 Difference in soil moisture between control simulations 
and those experiments where the West to East gradient in 
soil moisture has been increased. 
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increased nighttime temperatures), synoptic pressure gradient, and soil 
moisture will be included. Various scenarios whereby more than one 
parameter is varied are also included. Appropriate control simulations are 
also performed. Table 4 lists the two-dimensional simulations performed. 
Table 4 Two-dimensional simulations performed for which the 
following factors are varied, the mean temperature (T series of 
runs), the lapse rate (L series), the geopotential height 
gradients (H series, and the daily temperature range (R series) 
Case AT (K) Case A(Vz) AT (K) 
TOI +0 0.3 HOl -4% +0 
T02 +0 0.5 H02 +0% +0 
T03 +0 0.7 H03 +4% +0 
T04 +3 0.3 H04 -4% +3 
TO 5 +3 0.5 H05 +0% +3 
T06 +3 0.7 H06 +4% +3 
T07 +6 0.3 H07 -4% +6 
T08 +6 0.5 H08 +0% +6 
T09 +6 0.7 H09 +4% +6 
AfgT/az) AT (K) AT (K) 
LOI -5% +0 ROI -1.5 +0 
L02 +0% +0 R02 +0.0 +0 
L03 +5% +0 R03 -1.5 +3 
L04 -5% +3 R04 +0.0 +3 
LOS +0% +3 R05 —1.5 +6 
LOS +5% +3 R06 +0.0 +6 
L07 -5% +6 
LOS +0% +6 
L09 +5% +6 
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Note, that the response of the jet to increases in temperature will 
be assessed over a range of soil-moisture contents. Synoptic forcing for 
the two-dimensional experiments is the same as for the vegetation 
sensitivity tests. Whereas forcing for the three-dimensional experiments, 
which are listed in Table 5, comes from the "STORMFEST" case described in 
Chapter II. This case was chosen since it was "typical" of the synoptic 
situation in which Great Plains low-level jets are found. Using this one 
typical situation provides the opportunity to make some "climatological" 
Table 5 Three-dimensional simulations performed for different "climate 
change" scenarios 
Case Scenario 
NCOO Control simulation with "NCAR" soil-moisture 
NCOl As for control, except A = +3 K, Avz down 4%, 3T/3z 
decreased 5%, T^.^ decreased by 3 K, and the soil moisture 
gradient is decreased with an increase in soil-moisture 
levels 
NC02 As for NCOl, except increase gradient in soil-moisture 
NC03 As for NCOl, except no change in gradient of soil-moisture 
NC04 As for NCOl, except soil-moisture levels are decreased 
NCOS As for NC04, except increase gradient in soil-moisture 
NCOS As for NC04, except no change in gradient of soil-moisture 
NC07 As for NCOl, except NCOO soil-moisture used 
NCOS As for NCOO, except NCOl soil-moisture used 
GFOO - GF06 As for NCOO - NCOS, except departures in soil-moisture from 
the CGFOL regime. 
CLOO - CL06 As for NCOO - NCOS, except departures in soil-moisture from 
the CLIMO regime 
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deductions from the results. For the three-dimensional simulations a 
number of different "climate change" scenarios, with three different 
controls (representing the CNCAR, CLIMO, and C6FDL soil-moisture regimes) 
are performed. 
Determining the changes in the various parameters for the "climate 
change" scenarios is to some extent problematic. For example, changes in a 
particular parameter such as soil-moisture might will be expressed through 
increases in daytime temperatures, coupled with the imposed temperature 
increase might produce a larger warming than was originally intended when 
the base state temperature was increased. 
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V. Numerical Results 
The results of the experiments described in the previous chapter are 
now presented. Discussion of the reasons for the low-level jet response, 
if any, will also be included. This chapter is divided into two sections, 
the first describing the results of the two-dimensional experiments, the 
second describing the results of the three-dimensional experiments. 
Two-Dimensional Experiments 
Mean Temperature 
The response of the Great Plains low-level jet to changes in the mean 
(or base state) temperature is shown in Figure 35, for various levels of 
soil-moisture. 
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Figure 35 Maximum jet speed vs increases in base state temperature for 
various levels of soil moisture. Also denoted is whether soil-
moisture was held fixed for the simulation. 
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As is clearly shown, there is a slight weakening of the jet by about 
2% as temperatures are increased by 6 K. This response is seen at all 
levels of soil-moisture, and is not dependent on whether soil-moisture is 
held fixed or not. The reason for this response comes from the equation of 
state, in that at higher temperatures, the same temperature gradient 
translates into slightly weaker pressure gradient. This is most easily 
seen through a rearrangement of Equation (7), or by examination of the 
equation appearing in Segal and Arrit, (1992), which states 
where h is the depth of the mixed layer, PQ is the lapse rate, and 11' is 
the mesoscale component of the Exner function which is defined by the 
expression 
The Exner function can be thought of as a "scaled pressure", thus increases 
in the base temperature, should result in decreases in 11'. Examination of 
the model output indicated that across slope pressure gradients, and 
consequently the daytime upslope flows were indeed weaker for the higher 
values of Tg. It should be emphasized that this effect is slight. 
Lapse Rate 
Differences in the lower tropospheric lapse rate can also result in 
changes in the strength of the low-level jet. With stronger stratification 
(LR = 6.2 K Km"^), away from the slope, at the same height temperatures 
will be warmer than for the case of weaker stratification (since the rate 
of cooling with height is less). This would result in weaker differential 
heating across the terrain, and thus ultimately a weaker jet. On the other 
(51) 
(52) 
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hand, with an increase in stratification vertical mixing would be inhibited 
more, such an effect would tend to strengthen the low-level jet. Also, 
from Equation 52, it might be expected that increasing the stratification 
might act to increase 11', and thus the strength of the jet. Therefore, it 
is difficult to say prior to the numerical experimentation what the precise 
sensitivity of the low-level jet to changes in stratification will be. 
Figure 36 shows that the low-level jet speed is weaker by about 0.4 m e"^ 
for the case of increased stratification (LR -5%) compared to the case of 
decreased stratification (LR +5%). This along with Figure 37, which shows 
potential temperature profiles at OOZ and 06Z, indicates that the former 
effect is dominant. This dominance may not hold as stratification 
approaches conditions of convective instability, however the likely changes 
in mean lapse rate will not be this large. 
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Figure 36 Meridional wind profiles at different times through the night 
for cases where the lapse rate (LR) was changed by ±5%. 
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Figure 37 Potential temperature profiles at different times through the 
night for cases where the lapse rate (LR) was changed by ±5%. 
Amplitude of Daily Temperature Cycle 
The response of the low-level jet to changes in the amplitude of the 
diurnal temperature cycle are now examined. As was discussed in the 
previous chapter the reduction in amplitude is simulated by increasing the 
surface layer heat-storage capacity. Different increases in the storage 
capacity were tested until a reduction in amplitude of about 1.5 K was 
achieved. Since the methodology is similar to that used in the vegetation 
sensitivity study, a similar response is expected. The only difference now 
being that the response of the low-level jet to the storage term is tested 
for various increases in the mean temperature. 
Because daytime highs are lower (see Figure 38), there is a reduction 
in the magnitude of the upslope flow, thus it is expected that the jet will 
be weaker. This is confirmed upon examination of Figure 39, where it is 
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Figure 39 Maximum jet speed vs reduction in amplitude of diurnal 
temperature cycle for various increases in mean temperature. 
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seen that the jet is reduced by about 0.5% as the amplitude of the daily 
temperature cycle is reduced by 1.5 K. Notice too from Figure 39, that 
this response is repeated for the various increases in mean temperature. 
Geopotential Height Gradients 
A decrease in the geopotential gradient will clearly result in weaker 
southerly geostrophic flow. Thus, the expectation is that the low-level 
jet will be weaker as the geopotential gradient weakens, as the inertially 
oscillating ageostrophic component will be smaller. Examination of Figure 
40, reveals that the low-level jet strength is indeed decreased (increased) 
by about 4% as the geopotential gradient is weakened (strengthened by the 
same percent). The response is similar no matter the magnitude of the mean 
temperature increase. 
21 
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Change in Geopotential Height Gradient (%) 
Figure 40 Maximum jet speed vs changes in gradient of geopotential 
heights for various increases in mean temperature. 
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Three-Dimensional Experiments 
The previous simulations being of a two-dimensional nature, can give 
little indication of the changes that might be expected in quantities such 
as the MFC. For example both zonal and meridional gradients of wind 
components and specific humidity are needed to compute the MFC. 
Additionally, the two-dimensional runs were all conducted for the Scune 
latitude. Thus, there is no accounting for any quantitative differences in 
the sensitivity of the low-level jet to the various factors tested owing to 
latitudinal effects. (Recall, the possible resonant response of the jet 
near 30® N, due to the inertial and diurnal periods matching.) 
The results from the preceding section, indicated that the 
sensitivity of the low-level jet to many of the factors tested is small, 
especially compared to response to changes in soil-moisture levels. In 
this section results from the three-dimensional simulations, whose design 
was discussed in Chapter IV, will be presented. Of special interest will 
be changes in the moisture flux convergence (MFC), as changes in this 
quantity may indicate possible future trends in precipitation. 
Recall from Figure 8 (Chapter II) that for the synoptic forcing used 
in these three dimensional experiments the low-level jet axis extended from 
western Arkansas into eastern South Dakota. Thus, grid points, for which 
MFC time series are examined correspond to points near Huron, SD, Iowa 
City, la, and Monett, Mo. Figure 41 shows the MFC time series for the NCOO 
and NCOl scenarios. We see that the for NCOl scenario (warmer, increased 
stratification, weaker geopotential gradient, increased soil-moisture 
levels and a reduced gradient in soil-moisture) the MFC is enhanced at all 
three locations through the night. From Figure 42, which shows a cross-
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Figure 41 Time series of MFC 700 m AGL at Huron (HON), Iowa City (lOW) 
and Monett (UMN) for various simulations of the "CNCAR" series. 
Iowa St*l# Boundary Layer Model 04Z 3/5/92 
\ VJ ' 
NC01-NC00 MFC LEV 13 
Figure 42 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in MFC 
between simulations NCOl and NCOO. Contour interval is 
1 X 10"5 g kg'l s'l. 
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section at 04Z of differences in MFC between the NCOl and NCOO cases, it is 
seen that at locations away from the jet axis, decreases in the MFC are 
seen. At this point it should be noted that there was little difference in 
results of the rest of the CNCAR series (NC02-NC06) and the NCOl case. This 
may have reflected a lack of sensitivity to changes in soil-moisture since 
the control levels were low. Referring back to Figure 41 it is seen that 
the increases in MFC are more pronounced during the night. This indicates 
that changes in the low-level jet are responsible for the increases in the 
MFC. This contention was supported by examining differences in the wind 
field between the two cases where it was seen that the greatest differences 
were at night. Interestingly, for the NCOl scenario, there was a weakening 
of the jet along its axis (by about 1 m s"*), but a strengthening to the 
south and west (of about 1.5 m s'^). These changes indicate, that while 
the jet is responding in a manner similar to what would be expected from 
the two-dimensional analyses, it is impossible to gauge the implications 
for quantities such as the MFC from such simulations. 
Note that from Equation 8, contributions to changes in the MFC could 
come from two terms, an advection term and a divergence term. Thus areas 
of maximum rising motion associated with low-level convergence might not 
always correspond to areas of maximum MFC. Thus, areas of MFC increases 
did not always necessarily correspond to areas where rising motion was 
enhanced. In fact in many cases when the jet weakened, and the MFC values 
were enhanced, rising motions were weaker. For example, for a 1 m s'^ 
weakening of the jet, upward motion would typically be reduced from about 
3.0 cm s"^ to 2.5 cm s'^, but the MFC values were increased by a similar 
magnitude. 
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One question that arises from the above results is, "which is more 
important in determining the jet response, changes in soil-moisture or the 
other changes (which all act in the same sense to weaken the jet)?" 
Examination of Figures 43 and 44 indicate that for the "CNCAR" runs that 
along the leading edge of the low-level jet (i.e., to the north) changes in 
soil-moisture were probably not as important as the other changes in 
determining how the MFC fields responded. As alluded to earlier this was 
due to the lack of sensitivity at low control values of soil-moisture. 
Note also that from the Clausius-Clapeyron relation, one of the 
commonly assumed consequences of "global warming" is that the atmosphere 
will become more moist (MaCracken, 1990). Initial relative humidities were 
kept constant between the simulations, yet with the 3 K temperature 
low* State Boundary Layer Model 04Z 3/5/92 
NC07-NC00 MFC LEV 13 
Figure 43 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in MFC 
between simulations NC07 and NCOO. Contour interval is 
1 X 10'^ g kg'l s"^. 
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.00' 
./I 
NC08-NC00 MFC LEV 13 
Figure 44 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in MFC 
between simulations NCOS and NCOO. Contour interval is 
1 X 10'^ g kg'l s'*. 
increase, specific humidities will rise. For example, for T, = 292 K, and 
RH = 75%,q = 9.8 g kg'^, for Tg = 295 a value of 63% for RH results in the 
same specific humidity, thus a second question arises, "could this increase 
in q account for the changes in the MFC?" To check this possibility, 
simulations with initial relative humidities of 75% and 63% were performed. 
Examination of Figure 45, which shows the MFC time series for these two 
simulations, indicates little sensitivity in MFC values to the initial 
value of relative humidity, and certainly there is no trend for lower 
values of MFC for the case with an initial relative humidity of 63%. 
The previous "CNCAR" simulations could be thought of as sensitivity 
tests under "dry" soil cases. To test the sensitivity of the low-level jet 
to changes under "wet" conditions, the "CGFDL" results are analyzed. 
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Time series of MFC 700 m AGL for simulations with initial 
relative humidities of 75% and 63% at Huron (HON), Storm Lake 
(SLB), Iowa City (lOW), and Monett (UMN). 
Figure 46 shows the MFC time series for the GFOO, GFOl, and GF04 
simulations at Huron and Iowa City. From this figure, it would seem that 
along the jet axis, there is a general increase in nocturnal values of the 
MFC for the GF04 series, and little change for the GFOl series. Recalling 
that soil-moisture levels were lowered for the GF04 series and raised for 
the GFOl series this seems to suggest a greater sensitivity to soil-
moisture changes than to the other "global warming" changes. However 
examination of the GF07 and GF08 results indicated that changes in the GFOl 
velocity field did occur and that, like NCOl, they were predominantly 
caused by changes in parameters other than soil-moisture. Figures 47 and 
48, show the changes in the meridional velocity component between the GFOl 
and control cases, and the GF04 and control cases. Inspection of these 
figures indicate that lowering the soil moisture levels resulted in a 
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Time series of MFC 700 m AGL at Huron (HON) and Iowa City (lOW) 
for various simulations of the "CGFDL" series. 
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Figure 47 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations GFOl and GFOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s'^. 
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low* St«t« Boundary Layer Mod#! 04Z 3/5/92 
500 
GF04-GF00 VW LEV 13 
Figure 48 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations GF04 and GFOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s'^  
smaller decrease in the jet speed in the northern part of the domain, and a 
slight increase in Texas and Oklahoma. These changes accounted for the 
increases in MFC at Huron and Iowa City. However, for the GFOl case, where 
the changes do not result from changes in soil-moisture there was a much 
broader region across the central part of the domain where the meridional 
component was weakened, and the region of increase was displaced farther 
south and west than for the NCOl case. The changes in MFC at Huron and 
Iowa City were, thus, not as significant for the GFOl case. This suggests 
that the response of low-level circulations to "global warming" changes 
will vary according to the control level of soil-moisture. Additionally, 
from examination of the results of the GF02, GF03, GF05, and GF06 
simulations there was little apparent sensitivity to any of the imposed 
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changes in soil-moisture gradient. 
The above observation, showing the non-linear interaction between 
soil-moisture levels and changes in some of the other parameters may have 
implications for future "finer-resolution" climate studies. That is while 
improving the soil-moisture parameterization schemes, may solve the 
feedback problem described by Washington and Meehl {1988), the results may 
still be sensitive to control levels of soil-moisture. 
Figures 49 through 51 show time series of MFC values for all the 
CLIMO simulations at Huron, Iowa City, and Monett respectively. For these 
cases the sensitivity to changes in soil-moisture should be more apparent 
as the control levels are at a level where the low-level jet response is 
most sensitive, recall Figure 17. From inspection of Figure 52, which 
shows 
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Figure 51 Time series of MFC 700 m AGL at Monett (UMN) for simulations 
CLOO through CL06. 
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Figure 52 
Figure 53 
CL07-CL00 MFC LEV 13 
Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in MFC 
between simulations CL07 and CLOO. Contour interval is 
1 X 10"^ g kg-1 s'l. 
low* Stat* Boundary Layer Model 04Z 3/5/92 
-4.00' 
CL08-CL00 MFC LEV 13 
Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in MFC 
between simulations CL08 and CLOO. Contour interval is 
1 X 10"^  g kg'l s'^ . 
what changes in the MFC would occur if soil-moisture levels remained the 
same for the global warming scenario, expectations are that the MFC values 
would increase along the low-level jet axis. These expectations are met at 
Huron, and to a lesser extent Iowa City. But at Monett, for the dryer 
soil-moisture levels there is a decrease in the MFC. Comparison of Figure 
53, which shows the changes in the MFC field at 04Z that would occur for 
soil-moisture changes alone, with Figure 52, indicate that for the "CLIMO" 
series, changes in soil-moisture are as important as changes in the other 
parameters. 
It is also apparent from Figures 49, 50 and 51 that the level of 
soil-moisture is more important than the changes in gradients of soil-
moisture that are involved in these cases. We see this because there is 
little difference between the CLOl, CL02, and CL03 series (likewise for the 
CL04, CL05 and CL06 series)) but there are large differences between CLOl 
and CL04 series. This is also true for the differences between the (CL02 
and CIi05) and (CL03 and CL06) series. For larger gradients in soil-
moisture the same conclusions may not necessarily be had, simply due to the 
fact the response to the larger gradients would be stronger. However, 
there were no hints from the GCM guidance that the changes in gradients 
will be that large. More details of the possible effects of changing the 
soil-moisture fields on the low-level jet, or more correctly, the 
meridional velocity components is gained through examination of Figures 54 
through 59. 
It can be seen by comparing the CLOl and CL04 cases (Figures 54 and 
57) that for the higher levels of soil-moisture, a more significant 
reduction in the meridional wind component resulted. This same result is 
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low# St*t« Boundary L*y#r Model 04Z 3/5/92 
•2.50 
IS St. 
CL01-CL00 VW LEV 1 3  
Figure 54 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations CLOl and CLOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s'^. 
low* State Boundary Layer Model 04Z 3/5/92 
-.500 
CL02-CL00 VW LEV 13 
Figure 55 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations CL02 and CLOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s'^. 
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-• ® 
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Figure 56 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations CL03 and CLOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s"^. 
low# state Boundary Layer Model 04Z 3/5/92 
.500 
CL04-CL00 VW LEV 13 
Figure 57 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations CL04 and CLOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s"^. 
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Iowa St#t# Boundary L*y«r Model 04Z 3/5/92 
CL05-CL00 VW LEV 13 
Figure 58 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations CL05 and CLOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s'^. 
low» State Boundary L*y«r Model 04Z 3/5/92 
TTW 
CL06-CL00 VW LEV 13 
Figure 59 Horizontal cross-section 700 m AGL at 04Z of difference in 
meridional wind component between simulations CL06 and CLOO. 
Contour interval is 0.5 m s"*. 
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also seen when comparing the CL02 and CL05 experiments and the CL03 and 
CL06 experiments. These changes in the wind component appear to be 
responsible for the changes in the MFC (See Figures 47 - 51). The 
reduction in wind speed is of course consistent with earlier work in this 
study and the work of Fast and McCorcle (1990), thus explanations as to why 
this particular response is seen have already been stated. The effect of 
changing the gradients of soil-moisture can be ascertained by examining 
differences between CLOl, CL02 and CL03 respectively. Also, by examining 
differences between CL04, CL05, and CL06 the same differences in gradients 
at lower overall levels of soil-moisture can be examined. Any differences 
in response due to the different soil moisture levels can thus be assessed. 
Again, indications are of confirmation of earlier work, i.e the tendency is 
for the jet to move westward when soils to the west are moistened, although 
the "global-warming" changes (increase in temperature, etc) may be 
modifying this sensitivity. 
While it seems fortunate that relatively little sensitivity has been 
displayed by the low-level jet to the changes in gradients of soil-moisture 
used here, it is apparent that the response by the jet to the "global 
warming" changes for the "CLIMO" series is modified quite substantially 
depending on the possible changes in soil-moisture levels. Thus, there is 
no consistent response, by the low-level jet, to the different scenarios of 
changes in levels of soil-moisture. Since there is much uncertainty as to 
the changes in soil-moisture levels forecast, there is less chance of 
identifying important climate sensitivities, until more refined soil-
moisture parameterization schemes are incorporated in the GCM's. However, 
if soil-moisture levels remain similar in the spring, some signals might be 
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possible in that a weakening of the jet is probable. However, if this is 
turns out to be the case, a global warming signal most likely would have 
already been detected through other changes, such as a high-latitude 
warming. 
Recapping the other major point from the three-dimensional 
simulations, it was seen that for the "CGFDL" and "CNCAR" series most of 
the changes were due to changes in environmental parameters other than 
soil-moisture. This was due to the fact that the control levels of soil-
moisture are at the wet and dry extremes, so that the small changes in 
level imposed, have little effect on the jet response. This was not the 
case for the "CLIMO" series where the contributions were of a similar 
magnitude. It seems however that for most cases studied here that to the 
north of the jet, along the axis, the MFC is enhanced, and in areas away 
from the low-level jet axis, the MFC values are less. Thus, it might be 
expected that the impact of climate change on the low-level jet, may result 
in increased precipitation from the mechanism of enhanced moisture 
convergence. 
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VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Recall that the original goal of this research was to determine the 
impact of climate change on the Great Plains low-level jet. Within narrow 
limits, given the uncertainty as to how, if at all, the projected global 
warming will be expressed over the Great Plains, this is an impossible 
task. In simpler terms, this study cannot provide exact answers to the 
question, how will the Great Plains low-level jet be impacted by a climate 
warming? Thus, this research by necessity involved the exploration of 
responses of the low-level jet to a wide range of possible changes under a 
doubled CO; climate. 
Preliminary modeling efforts confirmed the work of Fast and McCorcle 
(1990) who concluded that the low-level jet was sensitive to the level and 
distribution of soil-moisture, parameters that have been forecast to change 
by the GCMs. Additionally the sensitivity of the low-level jet to 
vegetative parameters was established. The vegetative parameters that the 
jet displayed the greatest sensitivity to were, surface roughness, biomass 
heat storage capacity, albedo and rooting depth. Little sensitivity was 
displayed to canopy water content and the plant shading factor, although 
over time scales where these parameters might influence the evolution of 
the soil-moisture, they could become important. 
The Great Plains low-level jet sensitivity to vegetation parameters 
can be summarized as follows. As surface roughness increased the low-level 
jet weakened and lowered, as albedo increased the jet weakened, as rooting 
depth increased the jet weakened and lowered (though this response was 
sensitive to the soil-moisture profile). As the heat storage term was 
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increased the low-level jet responded in a different fashion than was 
anticipated, it weakened and raised. Typically, as most other parameters 
have been changed in such a way as to weaken the jet, the jet has tended to 
lower. The effect of the storage term on the evolution of the nocturnal 
inversion, (it delayed its development), was the primary reason for the 
modeled behavior. 
The range of changes in vegetation characteristics that might be 
expected under a climate change, are very uncertain but probably well 
within the ranges used in the sensitivity tests. Since these sensitivities 
were small, especially compared to that displayed towards the soil-
moisture, any potential changes in vegetation would likely have little 
effect on the low-level jet. An intriguing possibility for future work 
that could allow the importance of potential future changes in vegetation 
on the regions climate to be assessed involves examination of the effects 
of past land-use changes (deforestation, introduction of crops etc.) on the 
regions climate. The methodology to do this would involve embedding a full 
physics mesoscale model in a GCM, and by forcing it with the different 
surface properties which occurred in the different historical time periods. 
Comparison with historical climate records could then indicate the 
importance of these past changes. If the changes were not important, then 
the same could be concluded for future land-uses, since future changes in 
land-use and vegetation probably will not exceed the known changes of 
recent history. 
Other sensitivities to atmospheric parameters that have been 
projected to change were assessed. These included geopotential height 
gradients, mean temperature, stability, and the diurnal temperature range. 
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The results of this analysis revealed that the jet weakened as temperatures 
increased, weakened as geopotential gradients decreased, weakened as 
stratification increased, and weakened as the diurnal temperature range was 
decreased. The responses of the low-level jet to many of the parameters 
could be combined linearly (i.e., additive) within the range of values 
tested, e.g., decreasing the geopotential gradient and increasing the 
temperature at the same time resulted in a greater decrease in the low-
level jet speed. 
In this study both two-dimensional and three-dimensional versions of 
an anelastic, hydrostatic atmospheric boundary-layer model were used. The 
two-dimensional version was used mainly for the sensitivity tests described 
above and the three-dimensional version was used to evaluate the effect of 
the most likely projected changes on the Great Plains low-level jet under 
various soil-moisture regimes. 
The three-dimensional simulations revealed that except at extreme 
levels, soil-moisture was the important factor to which the jet displayed 
sensitivity, although the additive affect of the other changes was of a 
similar magnitude. The control levels of soil-moisture, used by the NCAR 
and GFDL global climate models were very dry and wet respectively. Thus, 
the response of the jet to "GCM climate changes" was less dependent on 
soil-moisture than would been expected if a "moderate" soil-moisture 
climatology was used. Such a "climatology" was derived using several years 
of May Palmer moisture anomaly indices. At these "moderate" levels, more 
sensitivity was displayed to gradients in the soil-moisture. Although, 
compared to the projected differences in soil-moisture levels, the changes 
in soil-moisture gradient were not as significant. The low-level jet 
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strength was reduced for the scenario where temperatures were increased, 
height gradients were weaker, stratification was increased, and the diurnal 
temperature range reduced. Imposing the different soil-moisture scenarios 
upon this "most-likely" scenario, produced similar qualitative responses 
for most scenarios. Namely, a weakening along the axis of the low-level 
jet, and a strengthening to the south and west. While, a weaker jet might 
result in weaker rising motions within the boundary-layer, analysis of the 
moisture flux convergence showed an increase along the leading edge of the 
jet, for most scenarios. This indicates that precipitation resulting from 
the influence of the low-level jet would increase. Since the increase in 
MFC is due to the low-level jet response to climate change, failure to 
model the low-level jet, may cause current GCMs to underestimate "doubled 
CO;" precipitation amounts (i.e. underestimate precipitation increases or 
overestimate any drying effect), and thus to overpredict temperature 
increases. It should be noted that no quantification of this effect has 
been achieved in this study, mainly due to the models inability to model 
precipitation processes. 
Spring and summer precipitation are influenced by many factors other 
than the Great Plains low-level jet, thus it would be premature to conclude 
that future springs will be wetter. Although, if the frequency of 
synoptic-scale disturbances stays the same, and there is little change in 
soil-moisture levels, an increase in precipitation could be expected. 
One important observation was that changes in the MFC did differ 
quantitatively for the three control levels of soil-moisture under the 
"most-likely" global change scenario. The greatest increases in MFC (along 
the leading edge of the low-level jet) was for the driest soil-moisture 
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levels (the "CNCAR" series). This nonlinearity, possibly caused by a weak 
soil-moisture temperature interaction, may have implications for future 
high-resolution climate modeling studies, i.e., depending on the control 
level of soil-moisture used, there might be differences in projections of 
changes in the MFC due to this feedback. 
The jet was probably not weakened sufficiently to alter the migratory 
opportunities for insect pests significantly. For example a 1 m s"^ 
reduction in wind speed, means a reduction in distance travelled over the 
night of only 43 km. This difference could be easily made up by the moths 
through active flying, or through a northward expansion of the pests 
overwintering region (which would be likely under a warming scenario). 
Again, these conclusions do not account for possible changes in the 
frequency of occurrence of the large-scale systems in which the low-level 
jet develops. To answer this question, and many more, relating to the 
"soil-moisture cloudiness precipitation" feedback, embedding a full-physics 
limited area model in GCM is needed. 
Adding confidence to the study's conclusion, comparison with a spring 
1992 synoptic episode, in which detailed observations of the low-level jet 
were made, indicated that the model was performing adequately in simulating 
the gross scale features of the circulation including the low-level jet. 
Areas of poor model performance seem related to its inability to model 
convection, and more specifically its inability to model the convective 
modification of the flow field, through both dynamic and thermal effects. 
Incorporation of a convective parameterization scheme in the model would 
have to be done if such effects are to be accounted for in future studies. 
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APPENDIX A: SOIL PROPERTIES 
Table Al. Soil moisture quantities, as defined in text, for different 
soil textures, after Clapp and Hornberger (1978) 
Soil type V. ^crit '/wilt Vnf " VwHl 
sand 0.395 0.179 0.13 0.068 0.05 0.111 
loamy sand 0.410 0.184 0.14 0.075 0.06 0.109 
sandy loam 0.435 0.255 0.17 0.114 0.08 0.141 
silt loam 0.485 0.377 0.20 0.179 0.16 0.198 
loam 0.451 0.321 0.22 0.155 0.13 0.166 
sandy clay loam 0.420 0.304 0.22 0.175 0.15 0.129 
silty clay loam 0.477 0.362 0.31 0.218 0.20 0.144 
clay loam 0.476 0.396 0.30 0.250 0.22 0.146 
sandy clay 0.426 0.320 0.29 0.219 0.20 0.101 
silty clay 0.492 0.413 0.33 0.283 0.25 0.130 
clav 0.482 0.404 0.35 0.286 0.25 0.118 
•?7„f - also referred to as the field capacity. 
*'Vtct ~ VvMi ~ the plant available water is often defined to be this 
quantity. 
Table A2. The volumetric heat capacity (C,), the index parameter (b) from 
Eq. (34), the saturation moisture potential, and the saturation 
hydraulic conductivity for the various soil types, after Clapp 
and Hornberger (1978) 
Soil type C; (cal cm'^ K') b A (m) \ (m s') 
sand 0.3500 4.050 0.121 0.000176000 
loamy sand 0.3350 4.380 0.090 0.000156330 
sandy loam 0.3200 4.900 0.218 0.000034670 
silt loam 0.3133 5.300 0.785 0.000007200 
loam 0.3066 5.390 0.478 0.000006950 
sandy clay loam 0.3000 7.120 0.299 0.000006300 
silty clay loam 0.2933 7.750 0.356 0.000001700 
clay loam 0.2866 8.520 0.630 0.000002450 
sandy clay 0.2800 10.400 0.153 0.000002167 
silty clay 0.2650 10.400 0.490 0.000001033 
clav 0.2500 11.400 0.404 0.000001283 
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APPENDIX B: NUMERICAL METHOD FOR SOLUTION OF WATER TRANSPORT WITHIN SOIL 
It was seen in Chapter II that the transport of soil-water could be 
described by Eq. (30). The scheme, which was used by Mahrt and Pan (1984), 
is an implicit time integration scheme. An outline of the method is given 
below, for both a two-layer model and a multi-layer model. 
Two-layer model 
The time tendency for soil moisture in the surface layer is given by 
this can be reformulated as 
Where, I is the infiltration rate, z, refers to the interface between 
layers i and i+1, |z;| is the depth of the ith layer, and the other terms 
are as described in Chapter II. Instead of solving for Mahrt and Pan 
solve for Ai?, (= - >;,'). The next step is to substitute (Ajj, + *;,') for 
in Eq. (B2) and rearrange so that the unknowns (Aq's) appear on the 
left hand side, doing this along with some algebraic manipulation gives 
\, àt' 
l^2lkil/2 
Atii 
IZ2IIZJ/2 
Atl; 
2(n) 
T?172 
A t  
(B3) 
For the lower layer, the time tendency equation is 
and following a similar procedure as before, obtain the equation, analogous 
to (B3), given below 
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Ani 
-•D(n) L At 
1^2-^1 11^2 1/2 
+ All 
-£>(ti) 
I ^2-^111^2 1/2 
nf-nl 
IZ2I72 L, 
A  t 
1^2-^11 (B5) 
Clearly Equations (B3) and (B5) can be easily solved for A;;, and Ar/j* 
Multi-layer model 
If there are more than two soil layers, M say, the equations for the 
surface layer and the lowest layer would be treated in a fashion similar to 
the two layer model. In addition, the time tendency for soil moisture in 
the kth layer would be 
Iz^ • (B6) 
By following a similar procedure as in the two-layer case, an equation 
analogous to (85) results, i.e. 
Atljt-i + Ant i+-
JD(n) A t  
I ^ k k^-l I I ^ k-l k^*l 
\^k-^k.x\\^k-2-^k\/2 
-Z?(T1) U^At 
172 + All k*l ^k ^k-111 ^k-1 ^k*l I /2 
-2(n) U,., 
^k-2 -Zkl/2 ^k-1 
Z)C 
A t  
\Zk-^k-i\ (B7) 
It is clear that Eq. (B7) is of the form A^Arik-] + + CijA»?it+| - D^, for 
k=l,...M. Where A^, B^ and are the [ ] terms on the lefthand side of Eq. 
(B7) and is the righthand side term. (Note; A,=0, 8^=1-(A^^ + 0,^) and 
Cm=0.) There are M such equations, and a tri-diagonal solver can be 
applied to the system to obtain the M unknowns At?,, .. . ,A»7m. 
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APPENDIX C: THE BUCKET METHOD 
Many GCMs employ the so called "bucket method" to model soil-moisture 
processes. An outline of this method based on the description in Meehl and 
Washington (1988) is given below. The soil column at each gridpoint is 
represented by a reservoir of depth equal to the "field capacity" 
appropriate for the soil type at that gridpoint. A value of 15 cm is often 
used for croplands. If the moisture level in the bucket exceeds field 
capacity and precipitation is added, then runoff occurs. The equation for 
soil moisture is 
,C1, 
where, W is the soil moisture (cm), P is the precipitation rate, E is the 
evaporation rate, and is the snowmelt. Evaporation is related to the 
soil-moisture content as follows; if W exceeds 75% of the field capacity 
then evaporation proceeds as if the surface were saturated, otherwise 
evaporation is reduced linearly as a function of soil-moisture content. It 
is apparent that this scheme is very simple, especially when compared to 
the scheme used for the present study. 
